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The purpose of this field study is to describe the establishment 
of a second level of instruction in a Western World History course, of­
fered in the sophomore yea:r of the public high schools of Decatur, Il­
linois, District #61. This program of studies is designed to more fully 
develop the intellectual capabilities of students of high abilities, who 
may otherwise feel restrained as a member of a class containing many 
different academic levels. The curriculum seeks to aid students in dev­
eloping more self-direction, confidence and historical awa:reness by 
va:rious approaches of study of events, personalities of the past, dilem­
mas and conflicts of nations, and other historical situations. The study 
additionally offers a possible solution to instructors of Western World 
History, who may experience some frustration with handling a class re­
sembling a cross-section of the general community, while presenting the 
high ability child in class with challenges necessary to develop his or 
her full potential. 
The second-tiered curriculum would not be part of an official 
tracking system with the school system, but would nevertheless entice 
the students of high abilities to, voluntarily, operate at an intellectual 
level beyond that expected of his or her peers. Successful completion 
of the course would include a record of achievement that indicates the 
relative talents and abilities essential for selection to the District's 
Advanced Placement American History program. This latter course, offered 
at the senior level of high school, demands of students an ability to 
think abstractly, some expertise in resea:rch, and written and verbal 
communication skills, for which there is presently no deliberate program 
of preparation in the District's S ocial Studies curriculum. 
The content of the c ourse covers the basic span of Western World 
History, beginning with the ancient world of the Middle East, through 
the various achievements and failures of the civilizations of Greece, 
Rooie and the Middle Ages. The course concludes with a study of the pol­
itical, economic and social experiences that brought on modern societies 
in the West. At each step, specific objectives are identified , to focus 
the instructor on the value of each suggested project, and to establish 
criteria for individual and course evaluation. 
The appendices contained within this study offer the means of com­
munication necessary to involve (or withdraw) a student in the program . 
An evaluation form is included to specify the relative strengths and 
weaknesses of the participants, with a further document to testify to 
the successful completion of the course . Specific projects for the major 
historical periods of the course are the final appendix. A bibliography 
containing source material on successful instruction to the acad�mically 
talented child, concludes the study. 
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STATEMENT CF PROBLEM 
INTRODUCTION 
In an effort to close the gap that separates the educably disadvan­
taged students from their more advantaged peers, school districts across 
the country have filled classrooms with a cross section of the student 
population. A child who is not mentally able t o  function on a normal 
grade level should, theoretically benefit from sharing classroom activit­
ies with the other students. This non-tracked system is often faulted for 
tipping the educational scales in the direction of one set of students 
to the detriment of the others. All students, especially the slower ones, 
are expected to benefit from the discussions generated by the advanced 
students, while the latter should gain an understanding and concern for 
his less fortunate classmates. Supporting statistics abound on all sides 
of the issue, but where that system is in operation the teacher must 
appeal to the whole span of intellectual levels in order to give to each 
child what is his due. 
Assuming the near impossibility of true "individualized instruction" 
so popular in educational circles in the recent past, it is possible to 
tailor-make a separate curriculum for students of high abilities to run 
concurrently with the regular course. A well thought out plan would have 
a certain momentum of its own, as it would be designed around those 
1 
s-!:.'..l:J.e: t� 1-i:.o nav9 a nigh C.eg::-ee o: sel:-motivatio::1. 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
In the public schools of Decatur, Illinois, District #61, there is 
only the most limited attempt at tracking student's by ability in the 
social studies. This is a single Advanced Placement American History 
course, conducted during the student's senior year, and open to approx­
imately 20 of the most capable students in that class. For reasons of 
scheduling, students apply for the course in the Spring session of their 
sophomore year in order to anticipate their social studies courses in 
the final two years. Because of the unique nature of the course, students 
who lack a command of the English language, and/or are deficient in the 
ability to think abstractly, are not permitted to take the course. 
The method of selecting such students, aside from their grade point 
averages, is through consultation with the members of the social stuQies 
department for their judgement on the student's potential for succes�. 
This is a less than reliable system, both from the perspective oi the 
professional staff member who must search the student list for clues to 
success, and for the child who may be selected, but who finds the rigors 
of the course unlike anything he has heretofore been expected to achieve. 
There is a definite need to identify these children with special 
talents of organization, abstract thought and decision making, out of 
a normal class of JO pupils or so. 
Presently, an untracked class might contain several students whose 
level of reading, study habits and organizational abilities are minimal. 
The teacher must structure the course of studies so as to focus these 
individual' s attention on the basics of the discipline. This methodical, 
but laborious task can have a stultifying effect on other children in 
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the class, some of whom have the ability to view the lesson in a larger 
perspective, and discern patterns of development both among the speci­
fics of the particular lesson, but also in the unfolding of the course 
as a whole. Properly directed, this latter child has the ability to use 
as tools for much higher achievement, the content that is so difficult 
to master for his slower classmates, with a likely carry-over to other 
academic disciplines. 
The plan envisioned in this study would be directed toward this 
talented child, but would not be part of an official tracking system 
established by the school district. The higher level curriculum would 
initially be open to all students with their parent's pe:rmissionj upon 
completion, students would be issued a "Certificate of Achievement" for 
their records explaining the unique features of the curriculum and the 
significance of success in the course. While limited in scope, these 
students would benefit individually from the experience, and would be 
the most likely candidates to be considered for the Advanced Placement 
American History course. Over time, with proper records kept of the par­
ticipants, the program could conceivably be developed into an Advanced 
Placement course itself, by the school district. 
CHAPI'ER II 
RATIONALE 
Every worthwhile curriculum consists of goals, course content and 
an evaluative proceedure. Designing a plan for a course of studies usu-
ally has the tendancy of locking in the teacher and students to whatever 
the ideas of the designer were. Conceiving an innovative program can, 
if not conscientiously developed, create a structure so rigid that any 
desire or ability to stray beyond the original design might be frustrated 
at every turn. A curriculum should contain form or structure, but be a 
device that also encourages creativity and innovation. It should be a 
plan for action, a verb fonn, rather than a noun or adjective.1 
It is critical that when a course is designed for a particular 
field, the whole of the child's psychological, social and maturity levels 
be considered. 
The plan of this study is to accomodate advanced students who a.re 
sophomores in Western World History. Since this curriculum is to be a 
precursor to the senior level Advanced Placement American History course, 
maturity and abstract thinking abilities will be somewhat undeveloped 
vis-a-vis the 12th graders. As individuals, the students to whom this 
curriculum is directed will be in the beginning stage of defining their 
1J.W. Dougherty, "Extinction by Lack of Definition," Clearing 
House, October, 1979, p. 72. 
4 
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own goals in life and experiencing the first notions of philosophical 
2 and asthetic concepts. 
Jean Piaget's research states specifically that from the ages of 
11 - 15 years, "the child attains the intellectual capability for deduc­
tive and inductive reasoning."3 He not only has the capability to approach 
a task from various angles, but can actually be coaxed and speeded up in 
his reasoning abilities with the appropriate challenge from his material.4 
The curriculum thus becomes an "action" device and is the basis 
for revealing and channelling creativity in the child. Peter Medawar, 
combines imagination with critical thinking, and suggests: 
Most really good ideas do not start with logical thought, but 
instead arise from intuition. Only then are these ideas tested by 
logic. To make creativity work, the delicate rel
�
tionship between 
rational and intuitive thought must be restored. 
This student, hypothetically poised for discovery, but waiting for 
some triggering mechanism to start the process, could be stimulated by 
a historical dilemma, a thought provoking poem or some similar device. 
If designed well, the student's own motivation will see him to f�-uition. 
"Investigating topics related to their own interests and curiosities 
becomes a matter of personal growth for (i.hem) • • • .  Creative learners are 
curious and intuitive."6 
2Rod Fanner, "Humanism, Self-Actualization, and Social Studies," 
The Social Studies, September/October, 1981, p. 211. 
)Byron G. Massialas and Jack Zevin, Creative Encounters in the 
Classroom (N.Y.: John Viley and Sons, Inc., 1967), p. 5. 
4Ibid. 
5Arnold L. Willems and Max H. Brown, "Competency-based Curricula: 
Another Perspective," Educational Forum, January, 1980, p. 227. 
6Fredrick Paul Letzter, ''Meeting the Special Needs of the Gifted 
and Creative Student in the W'orld History Classroom," Social Education, 
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History as a discipline, is ideal for tapping the mental lode of 
the active student. Basic to history is the study of conflicts and 
power struggles, value concepts released by large social movements, and 
personality studies of heroism and cowardice, each of which is discovered 
by gathering evidence, documented materials, and keeping a critical eye 
for patterns of development. Such an array of possibilities in a lesson 
plan will focus on those talents that often seem so difficult to reach 
in a child. 
Pursuing the topic will require the child to gather evidence (often 
times of opposing views), structure it in a fonn that will help place 
the event in chronological time, and see from this work, possibilities 
of problem solving or the development of major historical movements. 
Inevitably, solutions will not become apparent without recourse to crea-
tive or alternative thought. Fostering this by recourse to works of lit-
erature, art or music can be utilized to discover the essence or "soul" 
of a period of historical time. The child will thus be placed in a pos-
ition to see the interrelationships of the various academic disciplines, 
by utilizing other field's unique features to ascertain the heart of our 
recorded past. History itself, should be approached in an inquiring 
fashion, ''[a� a questioning of an unsettled past rather than a facts 
course.117 
Arriving at a conclusion in a lesson, can be a harrowing experience 
for the child. This, however, is where the educator must inevitably go. 
March, 1982, pp. 196-197. 
?Marion Casey, "History as Inquiry: Introducing Gifted Students 
to History," The Social Studies - For Teachers and Administrators, 
7 
To deny the student the satisfaction of drawing conclusions, would 
leave the thoughtful student frustrated and do a disservice to the 
historical process. The child must reach a goal, or a point of perspec-
tive, to see the relevance in his work. "Thinking, willing, and judging 
are the three basic mental activities, [anc;!l thinking, the quest for 
8 meaning, as opposed to the thirst for knowledge," inevitably leads to 
the latter, the judging. 
The process of reaching a conclusion need not endanger the student's 
own ethical or value system. It does, however, imply a willingness to 
subject this personal system to scrutiny, since the pursuit of the 
"ought" in society's history involves a hierarchy of normative principles. 
It touches on the philosophical, "because it tries to deal responsibly 
with value judgments and controversial social issues.119 
May/June, 1979, p. 100. 
8 Hannah Arendt, "Reflections - Thinking," The New Yorker, Nov-
ember 28, 1977, p. 114. 
9Massialas, Creative Encounters in the Classroom, p. 20. 
CHAPI'ER III 
DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
THE PR ex; RAM 
The adjunct curriculum for the study of Western World History pre-
supposes the student being responsible for the textual materials required 
of his peers not in his program. This course begins with a discussion 
of the elements of what constitutes "civilization," then delves into the 
various societies developing in the Nile/Tigris-Euphrates River basins. 
The bridge to the West concentrates on the Greco-Roman experiences and 
the development of feudal society amidst the rubble that once was Rome. 
The slow path to individualism, religious upheaval, scientific and art­
istic expression, is developed to the point (arbitrarily chosen as 1750)1 
where the nation-state emerges. The second semester commences with how 
the scientific discoveries and philosophical thought of the Enlightenment 
inevitably led to the Age of Democratic upheavals and the rise of in-
dustrial societies. Political, economic and cultural pressures are then 
revealed when the course recounts the suffering and changes growing 
out of the two World Wars, and the unsolved problems left in their wake. 
Contemporary issues and speculation on the future course of events con-
eludes the subject, but naturally is the moment of the greatest oppor-
1social Studies Steering/Articulation Canmittee, Social Studies 
Task Force Report - 1984 (Decatur, Il.: Public Schools District #61, 
1984), p. 65. 
8 
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tunity to apply what lessons have been learned from past events. 
A student participating in this program should have the ability to 
operate at a level expected for this type of curriculum, without being 
hampered in realizing his potential due to deficiencies in the mechanical 
skills of research techniques, essay construction, and public speaking. 
In James Ford Rhodes High School, of Cleveland, Ohio, a two year 
pilot program was set up that expected the prospective students to be, 
• • •  creative, curious, persevering, capable of considerable indep­
endent study, and fully capable of profiting by unusual academic 
challenges • • • .  Special emphasis {traaj placed on the development of 
techniques contributing to the skill in writing papers and essay 
exams. An attempt ia� made to gradually incr2ase the length and 
difficulty of assigned papers and essay exams. 
This requirement, it should be noted, enables the instructor to 
have very specific criteria in the production of an assignment, but also 
forces that person into an interdisciplinary approach. A lack of clarity 
and specificity of procedures have been a barrier to the alleged bene­
fits of the inquiry approach in schools and their low level of use.3 
Each lesson placed in the student's hands should thus be clear in 
its format and expectations. What actual form it will take, depends en-
tirely upon the objectives of each lesson, and the specific projects 
designed to achieve those goals. But there are elements of such plans 
that necessarily must focus on some direction. A pioneer in curriculum 
development, Hilda Taba, established four questions that are absolutely 
essential in formulating educational objectives: 
1) Do they provide over time for continual student development in 
the more general objectives and overall goals [that are desire� ? 
2cleveland Public Schools Division of Social Studies, Teacher's 
Guides - World Histor for the Academicall Talented Advanced Placement 
European History Columbus, O.: Ohio Department of Education, 19 3 , p. 7. 
3Harold E. Mitzel, ed., Encyclopedia of Educational Research 
(New York: The Free Press, 1982), p. 1728. 
2) Do they indicate clearly the precise behaviors desired of 
students? 
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J) Do they suggest certain kinds of learning activities that may 
help promote the behaviors identified in (2) above? 
4) Ar:e they bath logically and psychologically obtainable by 
students? 
A sophomore student in World History, now shouldered with a set of 
class assignments, will be unaware that his instructor has started him 
on a path of discovery. New experiences for his mind will be anticipated 
in the design, while he slowly and methodically makes his way toward the 
goal that was preset for him, i.e., to have grown and matured sufficiently 
to appreciate and understand where he has been, and (hopefully) what the 
future may hold in store. 
While it is understood and expected that this student will to some 
degree be self-motivated, no historian can rely on the subject having 
its own source of stimulation, if for no other reason than the fact that 
text books vary widely in their readability. Teachers of history can 
utilize the seemingly unlimited nature of their subject field to care-
fully select materials that are interesting and appropriate for �he 
students. Swick and Miller suggest the following techniques to tie 
student interests to educational goals: 
1) Interest techniques - teaching plans through topics of direct 
interest to students. 
2) Application techniques - translate subjects into items directly 
related to the vocational interests of students. 
J) Experience techniques - field trips, hands-on experiences, etc., 
for direct observation. 
4) Issues techniques - when historical events are woven into a 
persistent-issues umbrella, to compare present problems with 
similar ones in the past. 
5) Analogies techniques - involves making reasoned comparisons of 
events, people and places, with emphasis on having students 
4 Hilda Taba, et al., A Teachers Handbook to Elementar Social 
Studies - An Inductive Approach Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley 
Publishing Co., 1971), p, 10.  
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develop potential solutions to problems inherent in different 
situations. 
6) Illustration technigues - the use of maps, charts, etc., to 
study the rela5ion of events to their visual (or statistical) 
illustrations. 
In each of these, it is understood that the lessons will challenge 
the student to substantially develop his cognitive and/or affective 
capacities. Whether the lesson involves an inquiry approach to a problem, 
an appreciation of a piece of art or music, or an evaluation of a strategy 
of a nation at war, the aim is toward comprehensive development. 
Utilizing the student's inherent talents to achieve a high level of 
creativity, maturity and independence within the realm of the discipline 
of history9 is the direction and goal of the student's efforts. 
Likewise for the teacher - who must ever be ready to learn, the 
quick minds of his students may confound the best laid plans of his units. 
Each lesson should be open to revision as the need arises (or from year 
to year), while the historian-teacher must be receptive to unique (and 
perhaps, incisive) student interpretations of his own field. Studying 
past events begs for interpretation as to cause and effect, but as 
William Westfall cautions, "Historians are • • •  notoriously arbitrary in 
their application of the label 'cause' to events • • • •  Locating a contextual 
abnormality • • •  does not necessarily yield an instructive cause. 116 To Michael 
Howard, the historian should "start with the assumption that history 
teaches no 'lessons' • • • •  The path is infinitely various, an inexhaustible 
.\evin J. Swick and Harry G. Miller, "The Importance of Content: 
Keeping the Shakespeare in Shakespeare," Educational Technology, XVIII 
(October, 1978), p. J6. 
6wnliam Westfall, "Teaching Causation," Social Studies, LXVIII 
(September/October, 1977), p. 183. 
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storehouse of events fr an which we can prove anything or its contrary." 7 
The historian-teacher who is truly interested in his field and its 
students, can take heart from Marion Casey's interpretation of the 
musings of R.G. Collingwood. Collingwood states that unfortunately, 
• • •  a student has to believe that things are settled because the 
textbooks and his teachers regard them as settled, When he emerges 
from that state and goes on studying the subject for himself he 
finds that nothing is settled. [Casey addsAJ And the student at 
this point has made a marvelous discovery. 
SELECT I ON OF STUDENTS 
Since the proposal under study would be one teacher's attempt at 
filling a need, rather than an official policy of a school district, 
selection proceedures cannot disqualify anyone who would wish to try. 
Accordingly, in the beginning days of the course, a letter explaining 
the process would be sent to each student's parents or guardians out-
lining the scope and goals of the plan. Special precautions would need 
to be taken to clarify the reason for the special work expected of the 
students, and the direction it is expected to take them. 
Inevitably, some students who have very little ability to function 
on the expected level will respond as potential participants. Due to its 
unique nature, all who wish may take part, but by the second or third 
lesson, the numbers would be reduced to include only those actually 
capable, No failing grades will be recorded for those whose ambitions 
exceeded their abilities. 
Since the two tiered course would be open to all students who 
?Michael Howard, "The Lessons of History," The History Teacher, 
XV (August, 1982), p. 491. 
8
casey, "History as Inquiry: Introducing Gifted Students to 
History," p. 100, 
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would try, those who decide to abandon the process could achieve, at the 
highest, a letter grade of "B", This student, electing to follow the 
basic portion of the course, will then experience the same historical 
studies of his peers in other classes, distinguished only by each 
t eacher's methodology and teaching style, Mastery of the course (letter 
''A") involves a higher order of studying, Thus, when selection of Advanced. 
Placement students begins, the grade-point average would continue to be 
used, but a student profile would be created to assess the childvs 
abilities t o  gain a high achievement in the course. 
CHA.PrER IV 
THE PRcx;RAM rn OPERATION 
PREPARATION 
This program is designed to operate in conjunction with the regular 
World History course, but is geared strictly for the sophomore level of 
high school, and concentrates only on the development of Western European 
history. Being broad in nature, in terms of major divisions of those 
civilization's histories, it can be used to accompany most standard 
texts, over a two semester period. Some adjustment by the instructor will 
probably be needed due to differences in each text's approach. 
Since the Decatur Public School system does not provide any organ-
ized process to prepare students specifically for the senior year Advan­
ced Placement Program, each of the beginning sophomore students is eligi­
ble to attempt the work. By the second or third lesson, however, patterns 
showing the student's relative abilities to master the unique types of 
problems will begin to show. The instructor must be sure the parents have 
a clear understanding of the dimensions, and goals of the program, and 
have signified their acceptance by returning the form: "Program Des­
cription, and Parent Acceptance.111 
Each student whose parents have responded affirmatively, will then 
have a student profile card which will accompany him or her through the 
1see Appendix I. 
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school year to indicate progress and the proper direction to proceed.2 
If the student has not shown adequate progress by the third lesson, in 
the judgement of the teacher, a notice to this effect will be sent to the 
councellor and parents.3 The notice will include an opportunity for the 
parents to respond prior to the child being withdrawn from the program. 
Any student (or parent), who wishes to cease participation in the pro-
gram may do so at any time. Successful completion of the program will 
include the letter grade, the completion of the teacher's assessment of 
the student0s relative progress, and the presenting of a "Certificate 
of Achievement" for the student's records.4 This information will then 
serve as a prime resource when the school's Social Studies department 
convenes to consider the candidates for the Advanced Placement Program. 
THE CURRICULUM 
The second-tiered Western European history course contains numerous 
projects that are designed to give the students adequate opportunity for 
in-depth study of prominent events, to search for facts in remote areas, 
engage in value judgements and speculate on "what might have been." It 
consists of studies that are in addition to the regular course work, be-
ginning with the ancient civilizations of the Middle East, and ending 
with an analysis of the Western World after World War II. 
It is expected that the instructor will exercise judgement with 
regard to the partial or full use of these projects, and tailor them to 
fit the numbers of students who will be enrolled in the program. The 
2see Appendix II. 
3see Appendix III. 
4see Appendix IV. 
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general text of the class will provide the overall picture of the his­
torical period under study, the second-tier curriculum, the opportunity 
to research behind the popular accounts, and the selected references, 
some direction to proceed. 
These references, however, are the barest minimum for the student. 
In order for the student to develop research skills, the quest for sour­
ces must be experienced first hand. However, besides general works of 
history located in most libraries, specialized periodicals provide a 
wealth of infonnation that would easily supplement these problems. Thus, 
the student will make valuable use of the various reader's guides to 
periodicals which are available in all libraries. 
The lessons, overviews and objectives of the curriculum are below. 
The suggested projects for each lesson are contained in A ppendix v. 
I. ANCIENT CIVILIZATIONS OF THE NEAR EAST 
A. OVERVIEW - The ancient peoples of the Nile, Tigris arrl Eu­
phrates rivers, developed into civilizations at different times, through 
their own ingenuity, and as a result of competition with their neighbors. 
From these peoples, a clear understanding of what constitutes a "civili­
zation" developed, while cultural, political and economic foundations 
were laid which saw f:ruition on the European continent. 
B. OBJECTIVES 
1. To examine the major characteristics of a people to dev­
elop the elements of the concept "civilization." 
2. To discern patterns of development in various civiliza­
tions, past and present. 
J. To contrast the "rights" of peoples, identified as civ­
ilizations or not, when their interests may conflict. 
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4. To visualize civilization's proximities in the Middle 
East through boundaries drawn on a map as of a particular date. 
5. To thus demonstrate the interrelationship of civiliza­
tions and their actions, from the historian's chronological presentation 
by civilizations. 
6. To distinguish between a well-known Biblical account of 
an event in Hebrew and Egyptian history with what is known about it 
through modern research. 
II. THE CIVILIZATION OF GREECE 
A. OVERVIEW - The ancient Greeks developed a highly advanced 
civilization from very primitive origins, in a relatively short period 
of time. Despite their high level of intelligence and civility, however, 
their eventual destruction developed from within. 
B. OBJECTIVES 
1. The student will learn the development of governmental 
systems over time, and the relationship of each to the people they are 
to control. 
2. To appreciate the beauty of Greek architecture and how 
it is honored by imitation in the student's own local setting. 
3. To judge the character of a civilized society under 
stress as spoken by two great statesmen, who sought to focus their 
citizen°s attention on their basic values. 
4. To evaluate the seriousness of the trial of Socrates, 
by comparing the condemned with the apparent standards of his accusers. 
III. THE RCMAN CIVILIZATION 
A. OVERVIEW - The civilization that was ancient Rome showed 
what could be accomplished by a relatively small number of determined' 
18 
people. Out of their struggle developed a degree of democracy. But dom­
estic problems and territorial ambitions led to a powerful empire for 
security and prosperity, with less emphasis on political participation 
by the general public. Despite its influence and might, Rome's internal 
difficulties would render it helpless to its less civilized but more 
aggressive neighbors to the east. 
B. OBJECTIVES 
1.  To compare the level of participation in government, 
and societal concerns of the average Roman citizen during three very 
different time settings. 
2. To identify some societal problems in Roman life and 
prescriptions for resolutions, from the view of a notable person who 
represented a growing and popular philosophy during the times. 
3. To analyze how a very large and powerful civilization 
can disintegrate over time, and which of these difficulties might be 
present in the United States in modern times. 
IV. THE EARLY FEUDAL TI¥.ES 
A. OVERVIEW - Out of the rubble that once was Rome, a new 
social, religious and political pattern began to develop that was to 
last, essentially, a thousand years. While seemingly at a standstill, 
the different civilizations continued to develop along increasingly com­
plex lines, pursuing interests that would ultimately give rise to nation­
states. 
B. OBJECTIVES 
1. To search and describe the civilizing influences of 




2. To analyze a "com unity" of the Medieval period, to 
envision the extent and quality of social , economic and political life, 
3 .  To interpret a seemingly innocent political act be­
tween two prominent persons, as to its motivation and consequences. 
4. To compare and contrast the ambitions and goals of 
three powerful monarchs and how each of them sought to extend their in­
fluence, and reorganize society. 
5. To judge the long-range effects on a people by the 
actions of a few individuals, as a demonstration of the possibilities 
of political power. 
V. THE LATE FEUDAL TJMES 
A. OVERVIEW - As Western Europe slowly eased into modern times, 
evidence of a growing complexity of life began to make its appearance, 
This could be seen in people 's living patterns , their domestic and nat­
ional projects, ani in the great historical forces that cause ch�nge 
over time. Feudalism, as a social structure, exhibited the symptions of 
a decaying corpse. 
B. OBJECTIVES 
1. The student will analyze the factors that began to dev­
elop which led to the ultimate demise of the feudal system. 
2. To examine and compare the living patterns of the period 's 
urban areas, with an emphasis on the degree of pre-planning present. 
3 .  To illustrate how living and worshipping structures now 
reflected a greater understanding of architectural principles. 
4. To identify in the city of Decatur, structures that re­
flect Medieval standards of function and beauty. 
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5. To examine how individual Knights were afforded increas­
ingly limited protection by their suits of armor, and which weapons of 
war were used to neutralize the Knight's effectiveness. 
6. To view first hand the armaments of this period by taking 
a field trip to the house of Mr. Frank Hubbard, Sr., who has a nationally 
rated collection of Medieval armor and a:rms. 
VI. MAN EXPLORES HIS IMAGINATION, AND HIS SOUL 
A. OVERVIEW - As the drab but orderly feudal period gave way 
to the vibrant and chaotic Renaissance, Western Man came to grips with 
much that was implied with the new philosophy of humanism. Individual 
creativity, national differences, an:l (sometimes) unrestrained violence 
stood as evidence of the potential of this new spirit of man. Throwing 
off the checks and restraints of the Medieval world, man now chose his 
own path to the future - a voyage that was to be taken under his own 
power. 
B. OBJECTIVES 
1. To compare and interpret selective masterpieces of the 
Renaissance as to technical composition and national traits. 
2. To examine the characteristics of the European societies 
to assess their receptivity to the new religious ideas growing out of 
Martin Luther's protest. 
3. To analyze the political thoughts of Nicolo Machiavelli 
as a reflection of the troubled political times. 
4. To evaluate his "ends justify the means" philosophy, in 
order to better recognize modern variations of the theme, and formulate 
a perspective with regard to its use. 
5. To compare alternative choices of a major religious 
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leader in order to better understand the weight of decision making and 
its consequences. 
6. To dramatize how history is determined by seemingly 
minor events, by speculating on the possible outcomes, had decisions 
gone a different route. 
VII. THE AGE OF ABSOWTISM 
A. OVERVIEW - This period saw the first full power of the 
state, since the days of ancient Rome. While the elements of philosophi­
cal dissent were beginning to be felt, most of the larger nations were 
led by monarchs who, quite simply, had unlimited power. This strength, 
coupled with massive armies and navies at their command, reduced the 
citizen to little more than a pawn. A series of financially-breaking, 
and very destructive wars, plus overseas expansion produced a wealth of 
activity on the continent. Restraints to power were felt only in England, 
which would lead the way in the West, to a more democratic society. 
B. OBJECTIVES 
1. To analyze the prime differences of overseas coloni-
zation. 
2. To conceptualize the bases of state action against its 
opponents. 
J. To understand how the process of individual rights 
continues, through struggle, under the right conditions. 
4. To evaluate the actions of a powerful state acting 
in its self-interest, despite a cultural or religious association with 
its competitors. 
VIII. THE AGE OF DEl10CRATIC REVOLUTIONS 
A. OVERVIEW - The continent that revelled in humanism 
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ultimately would face the opposing forces of Absolutism and Individualism. 
If Mar. could succe$sfully challenge his physical world, his church an:i 
his artistic ignorance, then why could he not question "divine right"? 
Ultimately, the state and the subject would confront each other, and 
Western Europe, America and the rest of mankind would forever be changed. 
B. OBJECTIVES 
1. To contrast the ideas of three important Enlighten­
ment philosophers as to the nature of Man and his political position in 
society. 
2. To identify the point where some of the philosophers 
called the citizen to action against his goverrunent. 
J. To differentiate in political and philosophical terms 
what meaning was given to the terms "liberal" and "conservative" in the 
late 18th Century. 
4. To analyze the American Declaration of Independence 
as both a philosophical and a political statement, 
5. To discern patterns of disintegration in societies 
where revolution is taking hold. 
6. To illustrate verbally to a class, and field questions 
pertaining to the various elements in a society undergoing a revolution. 
IX. REACTION AND REVOLT AFTER NAPOLEON 
A. OVERVIEW - The national leaders who met in Vienna to re­
assemble their broken world, had lived with revolution and its wars in 
Europe since 1789. Twenty-five years of chaos was more than enough 
evidence to confirm their worst fears about the nature of the beast. 
The document that emerged fran the Congress reflected clearly their 
view of the state and its citizens, and oddly, set the stage for nearly 
L. 
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a century of the discorC. that it was designed to prevent. 
B. OBJ�TIVES 
1. To identify the prime political goals and fears of the 
main participants at the Congress of Vienna. 
2. To appraise the value of the documents that were pro­
duced at the Congress ir. light of the subsequent disorders that plagued 
Europe and Latin America in the several decades following the conference. 
3. To gain an appreciation of the give-and-take of national 
leaders who, despite their country's goals and aspirations, must deal 
with the foibles of personalities. 
X. INDUSTRIALIZATION AND REFORM MOVW.ENTS OF THE 19I'H CENTURY 
A. OVERVIElil - The tenuous political settlements emanating from 
the Congress of Vienna were destined for eventual failure at the hands 
of Europe's nationalists and political radicals. Another force, however, 
would complicate matters, and provide the continent with heretofore un­
heard of wealth and power, existing along side urban squalor. Ind�strial­
ization was the fruition of the new movement to science during the 16th 
through 18th Centuries, but the societies which thus benefited, were at 
once awed and overwhelmet by it. The urban centers and the new working 
classes provided a threatening factor for the reactionary governments 
at the time, but through struggle, they ultimately reached a mutual 
accomcxiation. 
B. OBJECTIVES 
1. To visualize an industrialized England by illustrating 
an outline map of that co�ntry with the details of the effects of the 
factory system. 




a change of meaning during the century. 
J. To visualize life in 19th Century England and Ireland 
for select audiences of readers in the United States, 
4. To examine the philosophy of Karl Marx in the light of 
the times, and demonstrate its shortcomings by identifying modern indus-
trial and social reforms, 
XI, IMPERIAL RIVALRY 
A. OVERVIEW - Much had changed in Europe since the settlements 
of 1815. Monarchs continued to maintain control, but were ever alert to 
the forces of nationalism and liberalism, and yet captivated with the 
power bestowed by the Industrial Revolution. Having committed themselves 
to industrialization, the European powers both required and yearned for 
foreign territories. Inevitably, they would tempt each other to action 
through competition for markets and bravado. Seeking security in a matrix 
of alliances only postponed the day when their mutual commitments would 
force them toward each other's borders. August, 1914, loomed in the 
distance. 
B. OBJECTIVES 
1. To recognize Europe's quest for empire by illustrating 
how the continent of Africa was gradually engulfed by the powers. 
2. To evaluate the mythical basis of German nationalism 
through a retelling of the story of Richard Wagner's ''Siegfried." 
J. To examine what the strong and detennined Bismark could 
accomplish through "Realpolitik," in his quest for German unification, 
4. To dramatize through the eyes of some onlookers, the 
effects on a rural countryside of a modern army attempting to practice 
its maneuvers. 
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5 .  To interpret through a witnesses' personal account , the 
intentions of a monarch bent on proving a military and political point . 
XII. THE GREAT WAR 
A. OVERVIEW - This four year period on Man ' s  history des­
troyed any ties with the past that might have survived the turbulent 
19th Century. Before it was over, the old order was swept aside, the 
United States was jolted out of its "splendid isolation , "  and a generation 
of young men would never again see the open anns of their loved ones . 
During this c onflict, a single battlefield ' s  death toll would top J00 , 000, 
while an old and stagnant monarchy would be toppled by an agressive rev­
olutionary cadre that generations of people would come to know first 
hand . Ultimately, the disaster of this war would exhaust the parties, 
but unable to see clearly the forces at work on the c ontinent, the de­
signers of the peace settlement insured that yet another generation of 
people would have to demonstrate the folly of c lever thinking. 
B .  OBJECTIVES 
1 .  To interpret from official correspondence,  the mach­
inations of an empire trying desperately to survive a disastorous war. 
2 .  To recognize how nations at war utilize other 's  in­
terests to achieve battlefield decisions . 
J .  To discover a parallel world-wide disaster in the 1918 
swine flu pandemic, and its connections to the war in Europe . 
4. To describe and illustrate the extent to which Germany 
paid the price of its "war guilt" by the loss of territory , reparations , 
etc . 
XIII. BE'TWEEN THE WARS 
A. OVERVIEW - The legacies of the Great War, and the attempts 
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by the various nations to reach accomodations under new circumstances, 
were the operating forces that moved Europe into the 19JO's. Dictators , 
financial crises , and a rising Oriental power tested the mettle of all 
who held ''Western" values dear. Whether the Second W orld War began with 
the invasion of Poland, or China, or with the war that was waged inter­
nally on the people of the S oviet Union or the Third Reich, matters little. 
The period of the 1920 ° s  and 19JO's continued the task of building on 
the rubble left from 1918. 
B. OBJECTIVES 
1. To illustrate the extent of Gennan disaffection by 
analyzing the causes of the hyper-inflation problem of the 1920 ' s .  
2. To examine an immediate post-war European trouble spot 
as a harbinger of future difficulties. 
3. To criticize a popular analogy of revolutionary be-
trayal. 
4. To analyze one literary description of Josef Sialin 
to appraise the nature of the man who was leading the Russian people 
toward a new ''Utopia. "  
XIV. THE SECOND WORLD WAR 
A. OVERVIEW - The war seemed as inevitable as its predeces­
sor, but its extent totally dwarfed the Great War. Its causes have been 
well-documented by historians for years, and with the possible exception 
of Biblical literature ,  more has been written on the subject than any 
other. The dictators, the empires, the fears, the machines of war, the 
scores to settle ,  all combined in a mass of destruction that even today 
is haunting generations with new spectors of Armageddon. World War II 
was both a crusade, and a lesson of past failures. It remained for 
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mankind to see this one through, and once again to pick up the pieces. 
B. OBJECTIVES 
1. To evaluate nation 's values vis-a-vis a dictator 's 
insatiable hunger. 
2. To document a continent's  incremental steps to general 
conflict. 
J. To speculate on the possibilities of halting what 
seemed to be an inevitable move to war. 
4. To compare what was publically known about major events 
of the war, with what was actually done. 
5. To judge the secret decisions of the Allies in their 
efforts to stop Hitler ' s  war machine. 
6. To examine the successes or failures of these decisions 
and consider some possible alternatives. 
XV • THE PCl3 T WAR YEARS 
A. OVERVIEW - The exhaustion of the nations after the war 
was not enough to neutralize old antagonisms from previous years . Rather 
than ridding the world of dictators, the war merely replaced them with 
others, and presented the survivors with the haunting questions that 
have faced centuries of civilizations. Was this new era something unique, 
or were age-old dilemmas merely disguised in different clothing? Could 
man make anything of these past experiences, or is there nothing at all 
to be gained for having been a survivor? 
B.  OBJECTIVES 
1. To illustrate two systems of international alliances 
for security. 
2. To catalogue nation's fears or goals which were to be 
L 
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s erved by this mutual aid. 
3. To interpret and judge an essay by a well-known par­
ticipant of these years as to how the nations fed their own fears by 
their (possibly) misguided actions. 
4. To demonstrate a knowledge of the subject by leading 
a class discussion on these years of turmoil. 
5 .  To comprehend a general statement of the nature of war 
and peace by another well-known participant in international affairs . 
6. To analyze several major post-World War II crises in 
the light of this statement on war and peace. 
7. To speculate on how these ( or other) events of the past 




There is an enormous amount of information available to the general 
public today on current national and international events that ,  without 
the proper training and perspective, could overwhelm the individual. 
Further, by virtue of its very nature, the discipline of history sharpens 
the focus of the public when a current event begins to unfold piecemeal ,  
in the media. An educated citizenry in a democracy is the fundamental 
ingredient to that system's functioning properly. 
The education community then, has this as its central responsibility: 
to prepare the student for his or her future by promoting the fullest 
degree of education for each person, and thereby provide the larger soc­
iety with the means to continue its democratic ideals. 
The degree to which a voter is properly attuned to participation in 
a democracy, and capable of understanding events as they unfold daily, 
is in no small part dependent on the Social Studies curriculum that he 
or she was exposed to in the formal years of high school. Specifically, 
the World History curriculum broadens the individual's outlook on the 
different cultures and traditions of other peoples, while preparing the 
person for a better understanding of American History. In the public 
schools of Decatur,  this task is attempted primarily without the bene­
fits of tracking students on different levels of abilities. 
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One notable exception to this, however, is the Advanced Placement 
Program , offered in American History. This course draws its student from 
candidates who apply during their sophomore year. Final selection is 
by the S ocial Studies department , based on the individual teacher v s  
estimation of how each student could operate on the level expected in 
the program . The difficulty with the present system stems from the fact 
that there is no organized means of continuous, intensive study for 
the more educationally talented students on the sophomore level, in the 
rigors of research and the exercising of analytic skills. 
The purpose of this study, is to reiterate the need for such a pro­
gram , and to establish a c ourse of studies for the child whose academic 
and psychological needs are beyond the nonn. The student will be exposed 
to the unfolding story of western civilizations along with his peers, 
but be required to experience some of the minutae of events that are the 
ingredients of history. 
Those who succeed in the program, and whose records of this accomp­
lishment will be available for scrutiny by the Social Studies department , 
will be more easily identifie1 for the Advanced Placement Program . 
Should they desire to participate, they will be more capable of operating 
in a meaningful and productive fashion. 
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROCRAM 
The Second-tiered Western World History curriculum is designed for 
ease in implementation, and at no significant cost to the school district. 
Since each student in the World History course is a potential candidate, 
with selection detennined by successful completion of the first three 
lessons, no prior screening of candidates is necessary. The parent's 
intentions, returned on the proper fonn, are all that is necessary to 
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begin the process .  Once begun, a record of the child 's progress is main­
tained and will be the prime source for selection to the Advanced Place­
ment Program . 
Flexibility is inherent in the course, by centering the student's 
work on activities chosen from a myriad of sources, rather than a spec­
ific text. No additional cost is anticipated for the District, outside 
of correspondence with the parents . 
As with any new program , adjustments to some particulars will be 
necessary during the course of the school year . Should the program be­
come a successful part of the District ' s  World History curriculum over 
a period of several years, the statistics accumulated , parent 's and 
student 's reactions, and the lessons gained from the experience, could 
form the nucleus for establishing a separate, Advanced Placement World 
History Program for the schools . 
APPENDIX I 
PR<X;RAM DESCRIPrION ,  
AND PARENT ACCEPTANCE 
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PR(X;RAM DESCRIPI'ION, AND PARENT ACCEPI'ANCE 
(Date) 
Dear Parent: 
Your child is presently beginning his or her sophomore World History 
course of two semesters , entitled: ''The Rise of Civilizations to 1750, "  
and "The Rise of the Modern World . "  This is a full year of studies de­
signed to give the child a basic understanding of the development of 
civilizations through the ages, to the present time . It has within it 
a wealth of possibilities for your child 's understanding of the world 
around him, and in particular, the world that is revealed through the 
media. These critical four years of high school, in most cases, will be 
the final opportunity for your child to develop a clear understanding 
of his country and its relations with others, and the priviledges and 
responsibilities inherent in being a citizen of this nation. 
We are pleased , indeed, to have your child as one of our students ,  
not only for what he or she can learn fran our course , but for the con­
tribution that his or her special personality and background can bring 
to the class. 
Our course is unique, though . In addition to conducting a study of 
civilizations for the average child, we are searching out those with 
special talents and abilities beyond their peers ' .  When your child re­
turns from a day ' s  work at school, does he or she occupy free time with 
reading materials at home? Does your child frequently (or even occasion­
ally) ask you probing questions on current issues that he has seen on 
television? Does your child ever show some insight into the motivations 
of political leaders, or nation's activities? 
In general , we would like to single out students in our classes who 
are exhibiting thinking skills that reveal a genuine desire to search 
out answers to problems , and gain valuable understanding and apprecia­
tion for the treasures of historical study. 
As we move from civilization to civilization this year, we are 
directing some of our students into special projects that will give them 
the opportunity to give full vent to their inquisitiveness , and yet 
channel them toward a specific, meaningful goal . Our program will afford 
them numerous opportunities to do research , write essays , conduct portions 
of classes, organize their thoughts and weigh their values. 
It is possible, of course, that your child will need more time, 
before he or she can take full advantage of this program . We have 
structured our course to identify at an early stage, any such special 
difficulties. Should it be discovered that the basic course is adequate 
for your child 's interests, he or she can be withdrawn with no stigmas. 
You simply contact us with the notice at the end of this letter. W e  may 
also have observed some problems , of course, and will notify you when 
we believe it necessary . 
... .. .. 
Should your child remain with our program throughout the year, our 
evaluation of his or her work will be placed in the student 's records , 
and will be used by our department's staff to aid in selecting candidates 
for the senior year, Advanced Placement American History Program . 
We are very enthusiastic about our plans, and anxious to see the 
depths your child can achieve . If you wish to have your child in our 
program , or wish to know more about it before committing yourself, please 
indicate your intention below, sign it, and return it to our Social 
Studies department. If you do not wish for your child to be a part of 
the program , then you need not reply at all. 
TO : 
Thank you for your time, 
(S ignature of Teacher) 
(Please cut here) 
(Teacher 's Name) 
(School) 
I have read your letter concerning the special program 
for academically talented children, and would : 
My child 's name: 
• • •  and : 
like to know more about it. 
like for my child (children) to 
be involved. 














STUDENT EVALUATION FORM i 
DATE ENTERED PRGM. : -------
YEAR IN SCHOOL: _______ _ WITHDRAWN (if appl. ) : ____ _ 
NOI'ICE TO TEACHERS : Please indicate,  in your juigement , the level 
of proficiency or achievement that you have observed in the student 
on the following continuum. The scale is meant to be an approxi­
mation of the various abilities identified , This fonn should be 
used for each lesson, and also at the end of the course to 
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1Hilda Taba, et al. , A Teacher ' s  Handbook to Elementar S ocial 
Studies - An Inductive A roach Reading, Mass. : Aadison-W esley Pub­
lishing Co. , 1971 , pp. 62-63. 









NOI'ICE OF INAD�UATE PRCGRESS 
(Date) 
We would like to talk with you concerning your chil d ' s  progress in 
our World History program. We see some difficulties in his/her achieving 
the level o f  proficiency expected. 
Specifically, the areas of improvement needed are: 
It is essential that we discuss these problems at the earliest pos­
sible date. Please phone our office as soon as possible. 
It would be helpful if you would indicate any observable problems 
that you see in our program. Please feel free to touch on any aspect of 
the course - in theory or in practice. Your observations will be essential 
in our on-going evaluation of our course of studies. 
Thank you for your promptness, 









C E R T I F I C A T E  
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HAS SUCCESSFULLY CC?1PLETED THE SECOND-TIERED , WORLD 
HISTORY CCXJRSE, DURING THE SCHOOL YEAR: SEPTE!'-'lBER , 
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ANCIENT CIVILIZATIONS OF THE NEAR EAST 
RESEARCH PROBLEMS : 
I .  Ancient, pre-historic peoples,  have been located in certain 
areas for hundreds of years, but become the subjects of historians when 
they develop into "civilizations. " What common characteristics would the 
ancient Egyptians , Babylonians, Persians and Phoenicians have, for in-
stance, when compared to the Old Stone Age peoples who occupied their 
various areas of Europe and Africa? How would these characteristics dis-
tinguishing the two types of devel opment be helpful in studying modern 
man? How could these differences be applied to our own country's his-
torical background, such as the policies we pursued with the various 
American Indian tribes found by colonial Americans, or in the 19th Cen-
tury American west? Should "civilized" people yield in their development 
over larger territories to "uncivilized" peoples? 
II. On an outline map of the Nile and Fertile Crescent areas, draw 
in the approximate boundaries of all civilizations as of 1400 B. C .  On 
the map , identify the capital cities of each civilization by placing a 
dot at each location, and writing in their names next to the appropriate 
dots. You will find it helpful to consult a Bible atlas for this pro-
ject, in addition to other h istorical atlases. 
III. The book of Exodus in the Old Testament tells of Moses lead-
ing the children of Israel from captivity to the desert, and freedom. 
On an outline map of Egypt and the S inai Peninsula, and in an accompany-
ing essay trace the apparent path(s ) of these people, locating the towns, 
mountains , etc. , where they were said to have been.  Then describe the 
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was (were ) , and how Biblical scholars and archeologists explain the 
various plagues, and other references to Divine in�ervention found in 
the book. 
SELECTED REFERENCE: 
Keller, Werner. The Bible as History, a Confirmatio� of the Book of 
Bookso New York: William Morrow and Company, 1964. 
LESSON II 
THE CIVILIZATION OF GREECE 
RESEARCH PROBLEMS : 
I. In a short essay, trace the development of government in 
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Greece ,  from tribal organization, to oligarchy, to democracy and die-
tatorship. How much sharing of power was done as a result of struggle 
between economic interests? Why did government develop differently in 
Athens, as compared to Sparta? 
II . The Greeks are considered to have had a refined sense of beauty 
in their statuary and buildings. Be able to identify the major differences 
in the three Orders of Greek architecture, and explain how the following 
terms typify Greek structural beauty: a) entasis, b) principle of the 
Golden Section, c) arete. Select ten buildings in the Decatur area that 
utilize some Greek architecture, and describe or illustrate on paper 
what elements are thus used. 
III. From the book entitled : 32 Problems in World History, by 
Edwin Fenton, read Pericles' funeral oration. Then read the following 
dialogue between the Athenians and the citizens of Melos. In an essay, 
describe what traits of character Pericles expected of the Athenians, 
compared to what is observed in the dialogue. When did both occur, and 
what had happened between the two events to cause the change? What fam-
ous American President many centuries later would give a speech very 










Dialogue between the Athenians and the Melia.ns : 
"The Athenians made an expedition (s:iy� Thucydides) against the 
island of Melos with thirty ships of thPir own, six Chi:in, and two 
ksbian, 1,200 hoplites and 300 archers besides twenty mounced archers 
of their own, and about 1,500 hoplitt:s furnished by their allies in the 
i•lands. The Mcli:ins are cnloni�cs of the Lacedaemonian� who would not 
submit to Athens like the other isbnders. At first they we.re neutral 
and took no part. But 'yhen the Athenians tried to coerce them by 
ravaging their lands, they were driven into open hostilities. The generals, 
C1eomcdts the son of Lycomedes :ind Ti,i:is the son of Tisim:ichus, 
rncamped with the Athenian forces on the isl:.tnd. But before they did 
the�nt.ry any harm they sent envoys to negotiate with the Melians. 
Instead of bringing these envoys l>cfore the peop!P.. the Melians desired 
them to explain their errand to the magistrates and tQ the chief men. 
"Arhtnians: Well, then, we Athenians will use no fine words; we will 
not go out of our way to prove at length th:it ... e have a right to rule, 
because we overthrew the Persians; or that we attack you now because 
we are suffering :iny injury at your h:incls. We should not convince you 
if we did; nor must you expect to convince us by arguing that, although 
a colony of the Lacedaemonians, you have taken no part in their expedi­
tions, or that you have never Jone us :iny wrong. But you and we should 
say whu we really think. and aim o:ily :it what is possible, for we both 
alike know that into the discussion of human affairs the question of 
juHice only enters where the pressure -of necessity is equal, and 
that the powerful exact what they can, and the weak grant what they 
must. 
"MdianJ: Well, the11, since you set aside justice and invite us to speak 
of expediency, in our judi;mcnt it is ceruinly expedient that you should 
respect a pri11ciplc which ;, for the conlmOn good; ond th3t to every 
man when in peril a r<'3Sl)nablc: claim should be accounted :i claim of 
right, :and any plea which he is disposed to urge, even if failing of the 
point a little, shoulJ hrlp his cause. Your intcre�t in this principle is 
quite :is great as ours, inasmuch as you, if you fall, will incur the h�viest 
vengeance, and will be the most terrible ex3mple to mankir.d. 
"A1hrni11ns: The fa1i of our empire, if ir should fall, i� �-:-! :in event 
to which "e look forward with J1sm:ty; for ruling stau:s such as Lacc­
da<'mon are r.ot cruel to their qnquish,·d <'nemies. And we are fighting 
not sc> much agains� the L3cedatmoniJns, as against our own subjects 
who m�y some d�y :isl up and Cl\"crcomc tht·ir former m3sters. But this 
is a danger which you may leave to us. And we will now endeavor to 
show ;hat we have come in the interests of our emp:re, and that in 
what we are about to •"Y we arc only se<'king the preservation of you: 
city. For we want to make yc>u ours with the least trout>le to c>urselves, 
and it is for the interests of U• 1'olh that you should not be destroyed. 
".Utlians: It may be your interest to be our m:isters, hut how can it 
be ours to be your slaves? 
"Athtnians: To you the gain "·ill be that by submi�ion you will 
a\·ert the worst; and \\C shall t>r all the richer for your preservation. 
"J\/tlilznJ: But must we be yam encmi,•s? \\'ill you not receive us as 
friends if we :ire n<'utral anJ rem Jin :it 'pc.-acc with you? 
"Atlttnians: No, Y"•lr enmity is not h:ilf so mischievous to us :as your 
friendship; for the one is in th« eyes of our subjl'cts an argument of our 
power, the other of our weakness. 
"M(Jians: But arc your subjects really unable to d istinguish �tween 
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statt'S in which you have no concern, and those which :ire .:hieAy your 
own colonies, and in some cases have revolted and been subdued by you? 
",11Ju11ionJ: Why, they do not doubt rh:u borh of them have a good 
deal to say for themsc:lves on the score of justice, hut they think that 
states like yours are left free bci::iusc they :ire able to dt:fend th�mselves, 
and that we do not attack them bcca�se we dare not. So that your sub­
jection will gi,·e us an increase of st'curiry, as well as an extension of 
empire. For we are masters of the sea, and you who are i;,land�rs, and 
insignificant islanders too, must not be allowed to escape us. 
"Mrlion1: Surely then, if you and your subjects will brave all this 
risk, you to preserve your empir� and they ro be quit of ir, how base 
and cowardly would it be in us, who retain our freedom, not to do and 
suffer anything rathtr thal) be your slaves. 
"Ath1nion1: Not so, if you calmly rtflect: for you are not fighting 
against equals to whom you cannot yield without disgrace, but you are 
taL:ing counsel whether or no you shall resist :m ovcm·helming force. 
The question is not one of honor but of prudence. 
"Mtlion1: But we L:now that the fortune of war is sometimes impar­
tial, and not always on the side of numbers. If we yield now, all is over; 
DUt if we figl1t, titctc i.S yet 3 hope that WC may Star.d Upright. 
"Athenion1: Hope is a good comforter in the hour of danger, and when 
men have something else to depend upon, although hurtful, she is not 
ruinous. But when her spendthrift nature has induced tnem ro stake 
their all, they see htr as she is in the moment of their fall, ·and not till 
thw. While the knowledge of her might enable them to beware of her, 
she never fails� You are weak and a single turn of the scale might be 
your ruin. Do nor you be thus deluded; avoid the en or of whic-h so many 
are guilty, who, although they might still be saved if th"y would uL:e 
the natural mf'JnS, when visible grounds of confiJencc forsake them, 
have recourse to the invisible, to prophecies Jnd oraclc-s and the like, 
which ruin men by the hopes which they inspire in them. 
"Mtlian1: We L:now only too wdl how hard the stnu;gle must be 
against your power, and against fortune, if she .toes not mean to be 
impartial. Nevertheless we do not despair of fortune; for we hope to 
stand as high as you in the favor of heaven, because we :ire righteous, 
and you 2g2inn ... ·horn we conrent! arc unrighteous; :ind we :ire satisfied 
that our deficiency in power will be compcnsJted hy the aid of our 
allies the Lacedaemor.ians; they C3nnot refust to help us, if only because 
we are their kinsmen, and for the sake of their c,wn honor. And there· 
fore our confidence is not so utterly blind· as you suppose. 
"AthtnionJ: As for the gods, ":e exp�cr" to h:ive quite as much of their 
favor as you: for we are not doing or claiming anything which goes 
beyond common opinior about divine or men's desires about human 
things. Of the goc!s "e bt-licve, and of men \\C L:now, that by a law of 
their nature wherever tlwy c:in rule they will. This law wa.s not made 
by us, and we are not the first who have acitd upon it; we did but inherit 
ir, anJ shall bequeat!i it 10 all time:, and we know that you and all man­
kind, if you were as strong a� we are, \\Ould do as we do. So much for 
the: �ods; we have told you why we 1:xpect to st:ind as high in their good 
opinion as you. And tht>n :is tu the Lacedaemoni:ins-when you imagine 
that out of very sh�mc they "ill assist you, wt 3Jmire the simplicity of 
your itlea, but we dei ne>t envy you the folly of it. The Lacedaemonians 
arc exceedingly \'irtuou� among themselves, and according to thtir 
narion�I standard of morality. Bur, in r<"sp,ct of their dcalin;:s with 
others, Jlthoui;h many things miJ?ht be said, a wcrd is enough to describe 
them, of all men whom w<: know they are th .. most notorious for identi· 
fying what is pleasant wirh what is ho;iorable, :md what is expedient 
with what is just. But how inconsist�nt is such a character with your 
present blind hope of deliverance! 
"MtlionJ: 1l1at is th� Hry rtason we trust them;: they ...;n look to 
th�ir interest, and therc·forc will not be willing to betray the Melians, 
who arc their own colonists, lest they sh<>uld be Jistrusted by their 
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".!tha:io1:..<: Help may come from Laced3emon to you as it has come 
to otheu, and should you ever ha,·e actual exp.·rience of it, then you will 
know that never once h:ive the Athenian� retireJ from a siege through 
fe:ir of a foe elsewhere. You rnld us that the safety of your <:ity would 
be your first care, but we remark that, in this loni; discussion, not a word 
has been um:red by you which would j!f\·e 3 rc:.�on3ble man expectation 
of deliverance. Your strnni;cst i:rounds an� hopes deferred, and what 
po"'er you h:ive is not to be compar<·d with tlrnt which is already .arrayed 
against you. Unless after wc: have v.�tndrawn Y<'U mean to come, as 
even now vou may, to a wisl'r condt1sion. you �re showing � great want 
of sense. 
•
For su;cly you cannot dream cf llyini: to that fahe sense of 
honor "hich h;;s been the ruin of so m�ny �·hen danger and djshonor 
were staring them in the face. Many men with their eyes still open to 
the consequences have found the word hon•>r too much for them, and 
have suffaed a m<re name to lure them on, until it has drawn down 
upon them real and irretrievable calamities; through their own folly 
they have incurred a worse dishonor than fortune woulJ have inflicted 
upon them. If you are wise you will not run this rislt; you ought to ste 
that there can be no disgrace in yieldir.g lo a great city which invites 
you to become her ally on reasonable terms, keeping your own land, 
and merely paying tribute; and that you will certainly gain no honor if. 
having to choose between two alternatives, safety and war, you obsti­
nately prefer the worse. To maintain our rights against equals, to be 
politic: with superiors, and to be moderate tow;irds inferiors is the path 
of safety. Reflect once.more when we have withdrawn, and say to your­
selves over and ovt:r again that you are deliberating about your one 




IV. In an essay, explain the nature of the crime for which Socrates 
was condemned to death . How do the Peloponnesian War, Sophistry, and the 
Athenian character blend to find fault with S ocrates? Is there any 
evidence of such conflicts in today' s  American society? Of what specific 
concern would that be to students in high school? 
iGeorge Willis Botsford and Charles Alexander Robinson, Hellenic 
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THE Rc:YiAN CIVILIZATIO� 
RESEARCH PROBID1S : 
I .  Write three descriptions of the average plecia� citizen o: Rome 
in the years 1JO B . C . , 1JO A . D . , and 284 A . L .  In these, describe how 
much actual say the average citizen had in the af:airs o� government , 
and what major concerns they had about the proble�s of society at their 
respective times. A clue to this rests in a clear understanding of the 
relative political, social and economic health of the civil ization at 
the time. If you were a citizen during any of these times, what would 
your concerns be? 
I I .  The following i s  a quotation from Edwari Gibbon, the author 
of the work: The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire. Read it carefully 
and answer the subsequent questions: 
'The decline of Rome was the natural and inevitable effect of immoderate 
greatness. Pro�perity ripened the principle of decay; the causes of destruction 
multiplied \\'ith the extent of conquest; and, as soon as time or occident had 
remo\'ed the ;mificial supports, the stupendous fabric yielded to the pressure 
of its O\\'n \\'c·it:ht. The story of its ruin is simple anJ ob,·iotts: :ind in.stead 
of inquiring \\'hy the RomJn Empire was destroyed, we should rather be 
surprised that it ha<l subsisted so !.:mg." 
2 
How many separate reasons did Gibbon give for the fall of 
Rome? What does Gibbon mean when he refers to Rome : s  problems as a 
2nonald Kagan , ed . ,  The Decline and ?all of the Roman Empire -







result of "irnmod.erate greatness " ?  Research from three different sources , 
as many causes of P.ome ' s fall as possible, anj list them under Gibbon ' s  
various reasons . Choose one of these reasons and describe how �he � . S . 
today is struggling with a sir.ilar problem . How di� R ome approach this 
dilemma you have just describej? 
III . From the book, The City of Go::l, by S t .  /..'?.lgustine, sunmarize 
in an essay what he believed was wrong with the citizens of Ro�e . �hat 
time period does his book cover? Refer to his , Book I ,  sections 30-36, 
and Book I I ,  sections 1 - 3 .  Wha� lessons is he trying to point out to the 
reader, and why does he see ir. the Barbarian , an element of hope? What 
is his prescription that he sees as offering hope to the Roman world? 
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THE EARLY FEUDAL TJJ"iES 
RESEARCH PROBLEJ\S : 
I .  The following illust�ation is a typical manor settlement of the 
feudal ages . From its layout, discern its probable population, what oc-
cupations must have been present t o  support the population, and what 
manner of authority probably was in charge , From other sources , describe 
the way of life of a peasant family, their food, clothing, housing, and 
generally, how prosperous they were. 
Fig. 1 .  Plan of a Typical Manor J 
)George Beech, A World Unto Itself - Life in a Medieval Vill e 
(New York: The MacMillan Publishing Company , Inc . ,  1975 , p. J?. 
L 
I I .  On Christmas day in the year 800 A . :::> . ,  Charles the Great 
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attended Mass in Rome, celebrated by Pope Leo III . During the Mass, the 
Pope placed a crown on Charl es ' head - a simple act, but one which had. 
enormous implications . What was the effect on ChaYles , as King ,  and Leo, 
as Pope, by this act? Why would the Pope be motivated to do such a 
thing? 
I I I .  Three monarchs, W i lliam of No:nnandy (the Conqueror ) , Henry II 
(Plantagenet family of England ) , and Otto the Great, of Saxony, each 
sought to maintain complete c ontrol of their thror.es, while expanding 
their influence .  Their approaches were different however, and their 
kingdoms reflected these differences . Familiarize yourself with their 
respective reigns , what their chief goals were , a!1d how their kingdoms 
were changed as a result of them . What apparent weaknesses did any of 
them exhibit which inhibited the realization of t�eir goals? Which of t�e 
reforms or actions had the most far reaching, positive effects on the 
society? In contrast, were any of the policies detrimental to the society 
under which it occurred? Explain. 
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THE LATE FEUDAL TIMES 
RESEARCH PROBLEMS : 
I .  Feudalism, which is a governmental system with no strong central 
authority, gave way to the development of nations, where the governmental 
power was highly concentrated . Explain the reasons why the feudal struc­
ture disintegrated and why complete nation-building was not totally ach­
ieved in every part of Europe. 
I I .  As the Middle Ages developed, feudal man sought better methods 
of achieving more usable space in his buildings , both domestic and re­
ligious . The problem was an engineering one, i . e . ,  how to widen the 
rooms while raising the ceiling, and yet support the weight of the roof. 
Solutions and styles to this problem can be seen in buildings of the 
architectural periods called 0Norman" (or "Romanesque " ) , and "Gothic . "  
Consult a source on the subject, and describe the difference between them, 
and what types of structures were commonly built in the styles . '!'hen il­
lustrate very carefully on a blank sheet of paper, how the people of 
this period solved these engineering problems , by drawing profiles of 
the following structural forms: a) hammer-beam, b) base-cruck, c ) tie­
beam , d ) fan and webbed vaulting, e) flying buttresses, f) pinnacles. 
Finally, collect the names and/or addresses of ten public or private 
buildings in Decatur, that exhibit examples of Norman, Romanesque, or 
Gothic architecture . Describe or illustrate on paper, the particular 
style (or mixture) of each building. 
III. Below are the street plans of two towns of this period . Study 
their layouts carefully (street patterns, rivers , entrances, etc. ) , des­
cribe their importance to their areas, estimate what their populations 
must have been, what precautions they seem to have taken for security, 
and why the towns must have developed into the shapes that they are. Can 
you tell from the layouts, how much of the town ' s  activities were gov-
erned by a local monarch, or a market place? What activities or forces 
would be at work to cause the streets to be laid out as they are? 
Fig. 2 .  Freiburg during the M iddle Ages 4 
4E . A .  Gutkind , Urban Develo ent in Central Euro e, Vol. I :  
International History of City Development New York: Free Press of 
Glencoe, 1964), p .  J14. 
Fig. 3 ,  Plan of Soest during the Middle Ages 5 
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LESSON VI 
MAN EXPLOIIBS HIS IMAGINATION, AND HIS SOOL 
RESEARCH PROBLE11S : 
I .  On October 31 , 1517 ,  Martin Luther nailed his 95 theses of pro­
test to the front door of the Castle Church, in Wittenberg, Saxony, 
starting what historians have come to call the Protestant Reformation. 
Major portions of the Holy Roman Empire , as well as other parts of West­
ern Europe , broke with the Church of Rome. Assuming that most people in 
Europe could not read or write sufficiently to understand the theological 
problems raised by Luther, what differences existed among the peoples of 
Europe at this time that would explain why some followed his reform, and 
others remained with the Church? 
II. According to Nicolas Cheetham , in his, Keepers of the Keys , 
19th Century German historian Leopold von Ranke referred to the Renai­
ssance Pope, Clement VII (1523-}4 ) ,  as the most disastrous of all pon­
tiffs, During his reign Rome was brutally sacked by the imperial troops 
who should have been its protectors, the English Church broke with the 
Papacy and the Protestant tide in Germany and the Nordic countries was 
shown to be irreversible, Assuming Clement 's good intentions , what pre­
cipitous decisions were made on his part that (somehow) resulted in the 
circumstances just mentioned? What were the alternatives of each decision? 
Placing yourself in his shoes, what were the chief factors that he had 
to consider before making his decisions? Finally, select one of these 
decisions and assessing the consequences, try to imagine the outcome if 
his decision had gone another way. To do this , you make the decision, 
and then place yourself in the positions of others who might have been 
involved, and consider the possible alternatives. 
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III. Read the excerpt of the book, The Prince, by Nicolo Machiav-
elli, in the classroom set of the book, 32 Problems in W orld History. 
What specific problems was the city-state of Florence beset with . that 
would cause Machiavelli to proscribe such medicine for his Prince. What 
is his rationale for distrusting his own fellow citizens? What qualities 
of leadership must a Prince exhibit, before Machiavelli would consider 
him fully in control? What basic principle does he see as a guiding 
light when a Prince must choose between good and evil? Are there any 
modern political groups or national leaders that appear to subscribe t o  
his, "the ends justify the means" philosophy? 
IV .  The Renaissance was one of the most revolutionary periods in 
the history of art . Whether considered from the vantage point of crea-
tivity, the influence of science or the larger focus of "humanism, " the 
world of art had never been so changed as it was in this period. Choose 
three representative artists , of different schools of art, and describe 
in an essay the distinguishing features of this unique art. In your essay, 
explain how each reflects the following: a )  humanism, b) genre, c )  
new artistic techniques. consult the film catalogues for the Decatur 
Public Schools, and the Macon County Educational Service Region , for 
audio/visual materials to illustrate your project . Your teacher will 
place on order, any such materials that you desire. 
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!ESSON VII 
THE AGE OF ABSOUJTISM 
RESEARCH PROBLE11S : 
I .  Read Chapter I I ,  Book I ,  of Hugo Grotius ' ,  The Law of War and 
Peace, and a general reference work that summarizes Thomas Hobbes 0 ,  The 
Leviathan . Then illustrate on the chalkboard before the class, the basic 
principles found in The Leviathan, and what you learned in your research 
on Machiavell i 0 s ,  The Prince. Concentrate on what the latter two books 
viewed as the relat ionship between the government and the people. In 
addressing the class, be sure to explain how the European situation dif-
fered from Machiavell i ' s  time with that of Hobbes ' .  Then compare Grotius ' 
approach to this same subject , and explain what he believes statesmen 
must take into consideration before sending their subjects into war. 
II . The country of England had as much potential as any other in 
Europe to be ruled by an absolute monarch ,  and yet royal power was lim-
ited severely. Explain in an essay the various domestic factors that 
prevented the monarchs from becoming all-powerfu l ,  and how democratic 
principles gained ground , through struggle, in England. It will be nee-
essary to trace the developments in England through most of the 17th 
Century, after making note of what you have already learned of that mon-
archy, in previous lessons. 
III. The three chief colonizers of the Western Hemisphere were 
England , France, and Spain. Each was interested in the wealth to be 
gained by such trade, each saw the chance to gain prestige , and each was 
beset with huge financial burdens. Compare and contrast their three dif-
ferent styles of colonization, as to their objectives, how they were to 
be financed, and what elements of the home populations were to participate 
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in it . In each case, describe the relationship of the colonizers with 
the indigenous population. 
IV .  The following statement , concerning the Treaty of Westphalia 
that concluded the Thirty Years ' War, appears in Geoffrey Barraclough ' s ,  
The Origins of Modern Gennany: 
The territorial settlement of 1648 was exactly suited to French 
interests: a Gennany divided into 234 territorial units , all 
claiming sovereign independence and at loggerheads among them­
selves, had no hope of escaping French tutelage. With good reason 
a French diplomat later described the peacg of Westphalia as 'one 
of the finest jewels in the French crown ' .  
Why did France come to view the German nations with such scorn? 
In the three decades that it took for this war t o  be played out, were 
France's goals and alliances consistent? Were there any dominant per-
sonalities or statesmen at the helm who might be designing the country ' s  
foreign policy after his own aims? What were the major results of this 
disasterous war? Were there any positive results to come out of the 
struggle? Explain clearly. 
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THE AGE OF DEMOORATIC REVOWTIONS 
RESEARCH PROJECTS : 
I .  Write an essay comparing the ideas concerning a "Social Con-
tract" between men, of Jean Jacques Rousseau, J ohn Locke, and Thomas 
Hobbes . In an essay, be specific about why man had to be taken into 
consideration in the governance of a state.  Which of the three seemed 
the more likely to be the rallying cry of the "liberal"? What did it 
mean to· be a "conservative" in those days? 
I I .  Read a copy of the Declaration of Independence. Where did 
the justification for revolution against a legitimate monarch come from? 
What case did they make against their monarch? Make a list of eight of 
their greviences against the King of England , and identify the specific 
instance each was referring to. Why do these greviences lay blame so 
heavily on King George? Does not Parliament share the blame, in their 
minds? Consider this answer from a purely political view - if you were 
among the revolutionists, what would you gain or lose by heaping blame 
on Parliament? 
III. Read Chapter 7, "A Pattern for Revolution, " in the book: 
The American Revolution, by D .  Duane Cummins and William Gee White. This 
concerns a study by Crane Brinton, of the elements of a society under-
going a revolution. During the period of the 17th and 18th Century, Great 
Britain, the United States (as British colonies ) , and ?ranee all exper-
ienced revolutionary problems that were similar in some respects - giv-
ing rise to the idea of "patterns" in a society's upheavals . Illustrate 
Brinton's theories to the class and be prepared to handle questions 
from the class on his work. To prepare yourself, concentrate on why he 




believed that the three revolutions cited , all had similar beginnings? 
What stages does he believe a "typical" revolution goes through? Do each 
of these revolutions adhere to the pattern that he identifies? Which 
revolutions were guided more by outside influences, than strictly dom-
estic ones? What decisions could the monarchs or legislature have made 
that might have changed the course of events? 
IV .  While Napoleon Bonapart had Europe engaged in conflict, Prince 
Clemens von Metternich, Chief Minister of Austria, was studying the 
French Emperor carefully, searching for any sign of vulnerability. From 
the following account concerning the two men, what appears to be Napoleon 's 
weaknesses, and why do "Austerlitz",  "Jena",  and "Spain" give insight 
into Napoleon 's alliances? 
1'�poke>n'> ""r in Spain Htll'�·l :., con�rm Mrtterr.ich's cxpcct:1-
1ic-ns. f,>r the fir<; :in:c, :'Jap • .:wn was confronted by ?to enemy 
which Jill ,.,., �,:r-rc-·�J ;r '11 .. t�: ., ?"-: f..1rril! and lhc r..'>01.!:'('�:-. '-'f \\ hich 
did ne>t ;ngmcnt 1h.:-;·: e>f !7r.i·"�· Tl.c CJ!;» re,-cr<c; of �apo1:�n·5 r�­
plJ•rm• nl army shJlh:rcd 1!\.: 1'\� 1;1 of hi; in\'inc'!'illl). "\'.'c h:IV" 
karncd a !'r�.11 s:cict," '.1 lct1•·rn1ch ,., ;otc 10 I SOS. ''1':1pulco.1 h:i;; tut 
or.� ermv. 1k G1anJ.- Armec �r.d rrrn,·h recr:i:!> .ire nu l:n�r 1h:in 
1i10>� v�· o:!::r :::l!ic•M .. "' IQOi. i; le>r gr:intct! 1!::1t Sr:i� \•::n:IJ 
he dcf�:1t.·d 11ili1ariiy, bu1 tha1 it \\Ou!tl nol h,· rac1i1�d. �ir.cc 
Napokon'•ch:1r:ic1'r would net lt1 him ah :1k 0f " : 111:lo:l'•i:i�. Sp.1i11 
would rcmJir: n d�:iir e>;; rrrnd1 1t<ourc·:; o� men :mJ malcri.,:. Even 
more impon:inl was the m->r�l !!-•" .\u,1cr:11z h-d 1.kmcro<!r3:,d 
1h.1t II \l:IS 1:,1.y lo be ?'3pc-k.-,.,·, c1;('n:y; J1.:::i. th�. 11 \\ZS di<.!>:TOl!S 
to r,·m3i11 11�1Hr.l�; 1-u: Spl:r: p:c,·c..! bcy:-nJ O<'l!ht rh:it 11 \\lS fa'.al 10 
he N:ipo::on·s rricnd. 
7 
?Henry A .  Kissinger, A World Restored (Gloucester, Mass . :  
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1973), p .  17 .  
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REACTION AND REVOLT AFTER NAPOLEON 
RESEARCH PROJECTS : 
I. In April , 1814, in the city of Vienna, Austria, the leaders of 
the nations that figured in most prominently in the defeat of Napoleon, 
met to redraw the map of Europe after their own image .  Construct a chart 
with the following columns :  a) the name of the person representing the 
various major powers, b ) the goals he wished to have achieved at the 
Congress, c ) the primary fears each country had over the outcome of the 
conference, d ) what political refo:ans or revolutions the nation then 
experienced over the next thirty years. 
II.  Assume the personality of one of the major leaders of the 
Congress of V ienna. In a casual setting before the class , discuss with 
the other members of the Congress, the questions put to you by the mod-
erator, No notes, please, just be "yourself," Remember, this is a re-
laxed atmosphere, but your casual conversation should provoke so�e re-
sponse by the other members. The teacher will serve as the Moderator, 
asking questions that are pertinent to the Congress, and designed to 
bring out the various personalities and interests that were present . For 
effect, the setting could include costumes ,  a large wall map of Europe -
possibly dated at the beginning of the Congress, and a cloth covered 
table with some accutrements on it . In preparation for the interview , 
review the chart just completed in the previous project , and have firmly 
fixed in your mind, what the members thought on the following very im-
portant issues at the event : a) the principle of "legitimacy" in the 
post-Napoleonic governments, b) the principle of ''compensation" for the 
war effort , c ) what alliance systems were considered in order to 
preserve the "balance of power" in Europe. 
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LESSON X 
INDUSTRIALIZATION AND REFORM MOVEMENTS CF THE 19TH CENTURY 
RESEARCH PROJECTS : 
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I .  On an outline map of Great Britain, illustrate how the Indus-
trial Revolution changed the face of England from a commercial and ag-
ricultural oriented society to an industrial one. Since that country 
was now being criss crossed with railroads and canals to connect the 
sources of raw materials and market places, you will need to create some 
symbols for the map '1,egend , "  to indicate these . Include also, symbols 
necessary to show the cities that now became England ' s  major industrial 
centers. 
II.  You and your colleagues are journalists from New York on your 
first visit to England and Ireland. The date is 1858 . Your assignment 
is to tour London and Dublin and their rural environs, and to report to 
your respective publications about the quality of life that you see. 
Since photographs are not possible yet for your newspapers , you must 
write descriptive accounts of family life, ec onomic and social activities, 
in 5uch a way that they will appeal to the readers of the publications 
that you represent . These publications are: The Liberator, and Harper 's 
Weekly. The choice of which you will represent will be your own. 
III . The term ''Utopian Socialist" began being heard more and more 
during the 19th Century, to describe a person who wished to work for a 
centrally controlled, perfect society. Karl Marx , a German philosopher-
economist taking refuge in England from his native Germany, believed 
that he had discovered a scientific explaination of why societies evolved 
as they did . Borrowing from another German philosopher, George Hegel , 
his formula of development called the "Dialectic, " Marx saw 
!i!: ,,i •+II • •  
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industrialized societies then in existence on a collision course with 
revolution. But inevitably, the conflict that would come from this would 
create a utopian society of classless citizens, who lived in a state of 
peace and prosperity. In an essay, explain how this formula, the 
"Dialectic , "  provided Marx with a description of how history developed 
from one stage to another, why the "proletarian" class arose when it did 
and what special role it was to play in history. Finally, explain what 
Marx saw as man's greatest evil - so great in fact, that once �t was 
eliminated, his "second to the last" stage of s ociety could systematically 
prepare for the final , utopian society: CODUnunism. In the concluding por-
tion of your essay, suggest four or five institutions or refonns that 
are common today, as evidence of why Marxism is not a significant threat 
to industrialized economies . In visualizing your response, think of some 
governmental reforms that we all take for granted today, that Marx could 
not possibly have thought of. 
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RESEARCH PROJECTS : 
I .  By the latter part of the 19th Century, only the Italian and 
German states remained of a once divided, medieval Europe. The German 
people longed for unification, as others before them , but it would come 
only after a long struggle .  Two people , of very different backgrounds , 
would play prominent roles in the process of Germany achieving this 
goal - one of the spirit, and the other, the fact.  When, finally, uni-
fication came, the person who presided over the ceremonies was (mad?! ) 
King Ludwig II,  of Bavaria, an unabashed admirer of Richard Wagner, and 
one who stood in awe of the aggressive Chancellor of Prussia, Count 
Otto von Bismark. What Wagner achieved for the German spirit , Bismark 
gained by his "realpolitik. "  Try to gain a sense of the spirit , or the 
politics of the times, by researching the contributions of one of the 
two men. In a short , but detailed essay, a) relate the story of "Sieg-
fried, "  as told by Wagner, and describe what effect this Opera may have 
had on the German sense of nationalism in the latter part of the century, 
and b) describe how Bismark took advantage of the social and polit ical 
conditions in the German states to bring into being the German nation. 
Pay close attention to how he manipulated events to achieve his goals. 
II . The following description is an interesting representation 
of how a nation 's attempt at military preparedness can sometimes upset 
life for the common people .  As you read it , keep in mind the following 
questions : a) What nationality in the Empire is in the majority, and 
where the war games were taking place? b) What is meant by the term 
"logistics, '1 and what was logistically necessary to put on these war 
I'' 1f II . 
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maneuvers? c) What elements of medieval life still remained in these 
times? d) Why did the Austrian government choose this site for its war 
games? Was there any cause for regret? e) How did the government view 
the outcome? Why do you suppose the official results differed so, from 
those described by the witnesses? This account was written by Ferenc 
Konnendi, and published in The Reporter, November 1 7 ,  1966. The account 
begins on the next page , 
: 
ii 
VIEWS � REVIEWS 
The Emperor's War Games 
Ft:RE�t: 11.:0R!\IE�DI 
IT Al.L HAPPE).rO quilt' a rew )e"'" hcfote I "'"' hm n. and the 
SIOr) of the \'bil or F1.1111 Jo-cf. 
Emperor or A11,1ria :ind Kini: 0£ 
Hung;1r�. to 1U\ �·C"�• l  .. ;.!L11uH:uhcr\ 
hou.e in Ttan"h :inia 1 .1111c to me 
from Gr:11ul11n1 k �la11hc\\'. rite 
youni:est 0£ Gre:11-g1 :inclf;i1he1 » fi1 c 
sons and an e111l111,iaMi<' d1rnni1 lcr 
or fomil) hi,tor) . .  \hhn11gh dm in,.; 
(;1c.11·�r:in<ll:ulic·1 ·, la�l 'Cat .. I .  li�<­
the re.t 0£ hi' < hihlte11 .111d hb chil­
dren\ childrrn a11d tlir11· child1r11. 
had •(X'tll the >111nme" ,11 .SdK·, 
Casile. i t  was not until '" a i:rnwn 
Ill.Ill I C:\111<' (() n-.1d the 111 ;..i, or a 
major fomily l:111·i.11it 1h:o1 I di<.<·01 .. 
ert<l tha1 the Sd1c' c,1:01t· h.111 , 1111-
tained i1111ne<hC i,:1:1inficl1k l"'''"ll''· 
fore•t'· t\\·o lah·, :11111 111.1111 l11noh. 
a good· ponio11 ol the �'""' Ri1tr 
alon� ldth 'l'\tTal '"·•h.'1 111i1J, .111d 
fi•herie,, \ll0\\'-1 .opped 1111111111.oith :ind 
a l.tt n hi�h un :1n :ilmu .. 1 in:u < t•, .. 
sihle pl:cteau. the .1ncient \ illa�e or 
Srh1•,, 1 wo ,n1all"r ' ill."�'" """" 
hatnkh. nu1ut..·tcuh 1n.11h1•)11' anti 
ma11or,. gr:oin C'iel'atoi·'· di,tilk1 ii'<. 
.11111 .1;.:1 ic11h111.1I iutf11 .. 1t1.tl 1•l.t:1h . .... 
well a> the ltu;.:c p:11 k th.11 '"" 11111111-
c:d 1l1t· c-.1,11<-. F101n tlll' ,,11111.· -..nut l' 
I found 0111 :iho11t llw hu·�<' h;inl 
to:en' and nuu 1�.1�t·, in \\·hi1 It all 
thi" 111.!�llifift'lhc' fjt'C,1111\ lllUI\' .t1hi 
111Ult' t'fll.t1t�k1l .1ncl .1101111 11tt ,,1\.1·.,:,· 
in1t•1fl•• inc" l.11uih \\.•tt "' •!: rt ,.,, •1· 
tu:ilh· rlt"tro�e1I it. How my �ca1-
i.:1.111dl:o1hc1 :1111;i,,cd tlce we.11th to 
lun the 1.-.1<11e with the hi,1uric .,,.,.. 
tic· in IAnU Imm the dcht-1idden 
'' ifnl nf :t lc:utin!! 1·1 .111,, h:1ni:1n 
l;uuih h .111otltc1 ,tc>t\, 
(.r:;111l1111< k �l:i1tl11:11 hail pl.1\C·d 
\('\Ct�11 tole< i11 the Iii<' or th!' r.1111ih-. 
They indculcd. at dilkreut time<. 
that ol the p.1111p<'t ecl )011n::l·�t duld 
:onrl nr tl11' lil:o1 l '"<'<'p: th.it "' tll<' 
1011-ide1.ot<' :uh i-c1 wl:o -.:11ed 1111>1e 
than 1111c nf hi< 11rph1•11·, :on1! nicrr•, 
l t1 1111 i111prop1.·1 r0111;111u·,, i111p1111l<-111 
11t:t1Ti�::e,. or r:i>h pl.m' lor a <Ii­
' 01 ct' . .  11HI nl tl•c- dt·lit iu11" '''Hiii� 
lmcr 11hu hi111-elf :ilmo,t 111.11 lied a 
li:ollr1 i11:0 of thl' \'ic11n.1 Molopt·r: 
llt,1t ttl tht (Ulht'f\,1thr (,1r11tt'I' \\flO 
')Hlk� Olli :t�:lill'I lh(' p111( lt:l\l' t>£ 
111·1d:1111:le<l .\111<'1 ir.111 farm m:ichinl"· 
1 \ .ttul of fl1r.: •l.11 in� \rt\111" iuno­
' .11111 and 'l"'111ltl11 ilt �1,,'.,1 i-111�n wltn 
tl1tnt rlic: '""' .1ur.,111ohik in 1ltc 
w:mle rrgio11. He had 'toric' to tell 
alin111 .oil of 11'1•,c. 11111 1ltr onr I 
, 
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Jikw 1�1 to hear \dten I ,,·;is in m� 
1<'<'11• a11d he i11 hi' t'.11 h 'ixtic:' w:t• 
the '"" � ol the Kim:'- 1 "it. 
.. O'• s ,n Row in June. 1AR:I. :i -tC'lrgr:1111 ad<lrt''M'<i to )Our 
gtc.1t·i;1.111dl.1thl.'r an i\t·.! 11 <>111 \'it·n· 
na an<I 1111 ned life i11 �hes up�i<ll' 
""" 11 ... C.1.1ncl1111de �l.1tt!1<·w 11 .... -.1 
tu S:t)' �' he hei;an to tell. m· 1 Ctcll. 
t11e stor) . .. It "'as 'ignc<l I>) die Su­
peri11tc111lcnt General of the lmperiJI 
and Royal Household. The lllt:,><1gc 
com·c:)ed the laconi< infon11.11ion 
that two gentleme11 from Vienna 
would "' ri1e :11 Scbcs on t l:c fol1011-. 
inJ( .\lornlay to co11!cr wi1h \'011r 
),'1Cat·i:r;,ndfother on wh;it it tennt'<l 
an imponant and confidential 
lll:tllCI. 
"We went into wit<l fonta,ies as 
to wh:ot the 'importam an<l confid ... n-
1 i:d matter' could he.'' Gr:ondundc 
.\la II ht·"· < untinued "Ont: of 1111· 
h1othcr,. an incnr:ohl ... opti111i•t an;! 
a romantic, sugge,teil 1h:11 tht' geo­
tlc111c11 were sent h� the Kin� 10 lind 
0111 wht·thcr Fal11er """ prepared 1<> 
·"•·<'pt '"me hii:lt ch ilia11 di,1i11ltion. 
:\noth!'r £c:1re<l soml.'thing had would 
10111<' front thl' Untl\11:01 li'it . .\l�-
1·ld1·•t l1101l1cr hoped for ..onw11ti11:: 
1n;11 't·ln1"; for hi111. ;1n� thin;.: in 
l'Hlllll'l tlOll 1.-ith tht• \'it·n11a (<Hiii 
wa' nuthini: less than 111anclo11-. 
The J?:ll<',>ing �me wrnt on and c111. 
liut we all mi»cd the 11 uth I>� a 
111ik. 
"The tr11th. we lcarne<l I r<>nl our 
\'i('lltlt"'C' 'b.itor,, \\',,, thi .. : Thl· �en· 
t•o:d 't:tll or the AIMIO H 1111:.;:11 i.111 
t\rn1\' h:o<l decid�d that the ann11al 
�1 t':11° \\,11 ;.:..1111t''. " h<•flulttl fen thc­
fall. \\CTI: to be held that )'t':11 in 
Tra11,1 h·ania. (The r<:-a>Oll Cor thi, 
dc·t i'i1111 "'"' p101>·11Jh 1ht· imenti•>n 
tn i111111c.-. ff not to cxcn prc"111c 
nn. nt'i'!hhorinj: Rnu1ania to �i�n a 
'""'" •>I alliat1«' hith rice 011.11 
�Jon:11d1\: M'cTet tliplo1na1it nc;.:.uti· 
.1tio11' l1.ul ln-cn �0111;.: on Joi \\Cll 
o'e' two years.) The war J.t;uue� \\'ere 
1n hr .1 A'11i"·r· \1.111/i:·�,. wi1h tftt· 
E111pt·1 •n·K ing p;11 ti< ip.,1 in� ·'" d1 .• a , .  
Ulan nr l h C'  J...'ri1°(!,\/lt't/lrrr/11t1t:!.'J.,,m. 
"''''jl"' 01 \\",11 Rt:dt'�\ H11.11t! . .  I 1.ttt• 
C•<'tll in<lcctl. Thcr�lorc. p1oper 
<pt.II h'1" \\Cit' (4l Ill' '\.'Hlt\.·cl r.u �Ut� 
Fr.1111 Jmt'f I. hi' 1�·"011.ol 1t·ti1111r. 
.ind hi' ,tall . .  \nd ,;""' th· �,-1,<', 
"''·"" l.1\ iu tlil· dt.".hl 't'lfl• r ul r!.· 
1, :.:••111 '111· ... ktl n111 I• 11 tftt' h .11 �.1111, ...  
'\uh '' '-• .. C .... ·11· !\ .,. : P1 .. . .  ' 1 
cc111.n, 1he laucr w:u 1he logical 
pl:tce 10 �·e tl1e purpo5e." 
The cbre for 1he "·:.r !:3me1 h;id 
been se1 for 1hc first we0 k in Oc-
1obcr, a 1ime when 1he h3nes1 was 
in and the autumn sowin� not yet 
begun. Two am1ir-\-<l11bbrc1 the 
Bhae Army and 1hc White Arnl)'­
were scheclul.-\I 10 p:micipa1e, C'ach 
one in the strcngLh of four peace­
time divisions or some thiny thou· 
and men. The first troops would 
aiTM oo September 28 early in 
the morning and._. camp on ei1her 
aide o{ the ,;uage: Further contin· 
genu were to arrin• 1hroughout the 
next d1rcc days. 
'1'1eE K!NC and his retinue would 
.1 arrive al Kolozdr and proct't'd 10 
Scbes Ca�lle on Oc1obcr 2. October 
5 would be the day for the deploy· 
mcnt of the u·oops of the opposing 
armies. On October 4 the King and 
his aides would inspect field posi· 
tiolu on both side.\; in the e\·ening 
the two arm)' groups would be alert· 
ed. and a t  night they would sun 
mad1ing. The main battle would 
� fought on the plain nonhe;ist 
of Scbeo Ca�•1c v" October 5. On 
October 6 rcpons troro the umpire� 
and obscn·cn would be rcceh·ed :md 
xrutinized by Operations [\;ilua. 
. tioo officers of the �neral Staff. On 
October 7 the RC'·icw Board would 
meet at the castle Iv sum up the 
n�:oulcs and p:iss judgment. On Or. 
«>her 8. the King and his retinue 
would Jene for Vienna: the troops 
would be reaMemblcd and ei1her en­
trained or marched off. 
The Kin�·s suite would include 
his only son and heir apparcni, Field 
Marshal Vice Admiral Crown Prince 
Rudolf; his 1wo oldest and most 
intima1e friends and personal a ides; 
his personal father confessor; his 
person;il physid:in: his \ a  lei: SCH�r:il 
archdukes and prince� holding high 
mili1ar)' rank�: fir-lei mar�hals. gen· 
mah, the Chief of Staff: and the 
Inspectors �neral of the three 
branches or thr- army. All or the,e 
notables were to be billeted at the 
c.ostlc. 
The family was most graciously 
pcrmiued-in other words. infor· 
mally ordered-to give a gala dinner 
in honor of His Majesty on October 
of at h3)f p�st C'ij:ht in 1he e\Cning. 
The Ji,t of per,...,ns to be i"' itt'd 
would re3ch C:rrar.grandfathr-r frnm 
the King's printe bureau b)· the 
first of July. 
. \ list of '<f'\ants emplo�ed at 
1hc hou� should be submitted to 
the King's prhate' bureau not l3ter 
than September I, wbt'rcupon an 
offiC'et from \'ierrn;i, �..:companied by 
the Ke>lozsvar. police chief. t•rould 
come to Scbcs 10 interview the 
domestics. .\ Hofmt'ister, to arri,·e 
one: week in ad\·ancc o{ the roval 
party. would be in charge of all ce'rc­
monial matters. including the bwi­
ncss of inuotltKtion, seating at both 
the regular daily meals and the 
banquet. and <11ch. "As the weeks 
wenr bv," Crandunde Matthew CX· 
plain,.,i fnrrhr-r. "rwo men came to 
inspect die w�1e1-supply system, the 
plumbing. and the sanitary installa-
1ion,. Two other men came to sug· 
gest a number of measures for the 
prl·\ention anJ the lighting of fires. 
Yet another two men c;:me 10 in­
spect rhe rooms for the distinguished 
guests and select the furniiure for 
1hr-m. His .\fajest). the� informed 
us, slept on an iron field cot with a 
har<I hm�hair 111.1111e,\; one such 
bed, 3) wdl as c:errain hygienic 
equipment, would be \Cnl alonit ,.·ith 
hiJ personal baggage. 
• .,...,HE FIRST rroop trains arrived in 
.1 Kolom·ar on schedule earlv in 
rhe morning of Sepiembcr !?8. \·our 
great-grandmother said �he wished it 
was not Frida�. but �he was a super· 
stitious wom3n; the �ncr:il Staff 
was oh\·ioml)' more enlightened. 
An,ho"" the troops detraine..I :ind 
rn�rchrol off ro the: po1111 of ·'"''mhly 
-.Ollth or the \0ill�i:('. f\\' the C\enins; 
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o{ the first d�y e,·er� thing sccml'd 
6ne, but at �round midnight a ,101111 
whipped throu�h th.- "hole H'gio11 . 
3nd a cloudbur.t, followed b} a 
couple or hour• toncntial rain. 
turned the virinil\ of Kolozsdr into 
a swanrp :rnd �lto>ll'<"ccl a half. 
l.ilometer stretch of r:iilrnad tracks 
west o{ the tO\•·n. R\'p.1ir wo1 J.. w�\ 
started in a panic b� torrhliglu a5 
JOOn as 1he rain had stopped. I rode 
out to Stt things for m�.clf at dawn. 
and it did not look promi>ing. Troop 
trains, I was told at Kolozsdr, were 
gathering at an ;ilarming r:ite in 
the marshaling yarcls of the neigh· 
boring town to the Wt'\t. or were 
halted on the open tracks. 
"The most frantic efforts could 
not restore the track\ CJrlier than 
the afternoon of 1he following day. 
Late at night on Septl'mber �O. 1hl'� 
were declared safe for traffic and the 
trains began rolling a�ain. Since 
the original schedule h;id been up­
set by more t.han twenty-six hours. 
an officer at the ·Quanermas1er 
�neral's office decicled 10 order 
the troops off the stallecl trains on 
the spot and march them acro\S t.he 
flooded fields tu their a\.cmbh· areas 
in the \·icinity of Sebe\. The re­
treat from i\fosco"· of the Grande 
Annec could hardly have offered a 
sdrrier sight. 
"By the momini:: of October I, 
practically nobocl� knew any longer 
wh:11 w�\ what."' Granduncle ;\lat· 
thew continued. "Trnin after tr;iin 
arri"ed on the e�srh<>und track and 
poured out uniu of the Blue and 
the White Armies all O\·t'r the f>lace. 
'\\·e seem to be in fo1 wmetltiu;:.' 
the commander of the Kolozsv:ir gar· 
rison said when I )3\\' him for a 
momem at 1he Officer\' Club that 
e\·ening. 'How in hell could I tell 
vou now whether or not i1's 'rill 
�n!' /1-1he pfan. [\'fl�lhing. I had 
been 1rying to find 0111 from the 
general if the ro� :ii »i>it ,,·�s to 
take place, despite the uphe:wal. 
according to rhe "'i!:inal pla1" or. 
possibly. was to be postponed. 'Hut 
there's one thin,1? I can rell \'011 fo1· 
,ure. \\·e all • .  ui---: :�ml he 
resorted to a fa,·ori1c !oOhiicrs' ex· 
p1ession, 'if thing\ don't work 0111 
and don't work out prnmp1ly.' 
"Howe\cr. thr-v did work out . .  .\t 
\t1nrir.c on Onohcr '.! :ind j11•1 in 
rin1(-. roo. da· )itu:.:iun "lo('l'11lt"d co Ix· 
in hand. wirh 1hr 1r:ii11' mm in:.: 
m both diae,1ions, the tc:rrain rea­
><>nably d1 iC'd top a her t '"O cl.I\, of 
\iou·hing �un :intt tlt· 1t . l01•l 11i.,!!th. 
The ropl 1rain \\'J� �hcduled to 
pull into 1'0101,dr s1a1ion at ele1en 
o'd()("I; in lh<' mornin�. 
"Then at al>.>m 11inl' o dud ... oome­
bod)· gan• a wrong order and some­
body el..e pt1ll<·tl the 1\'r011!: ,wi1<h. 
Pr�tly, instt'ad of rhe 1rai11 ca1Ty· 
ing the special honor !luard com­
posed of twenty-four picked men 
and one captain from each of tweh·e 
eli� rcgim(nts, a cattle 1rain and 
then anoth.:r pulled into a nearby 
marshaling )ard resentd for the 
final militaf) operation,. Before an1·. 
one undetsiood what ha<l happened. 
half of 1he more than four hundred 
Tr;ms1·h·anian 11•hite �honhorn cat­
tle, d�tined for the Budapest lil'e· 
stock market and set on their jour­
ney with two days' delay. were 
unloadec.l. lt took almos t two hour> 
for attendants, trainmen. drOl·ers, 
and soldiers to reload the cattle, 
inadequately c.ued for during the 
past r-·o days and thoro111i:hl! lri)?ht· 
ened b) the m� th� had helped to 
complete. and shunt the rrains to 
one of the outermost frcighr yards. 
"Before the!' were 0111 of �ight. 
the communic:uions officer came on 
the double to report the hair-raising 
news that the royal train w·as wait· 
ing for the green liithr at the last 
stop before Kolozsl'ar. The train of 
the honor guard stood on a sidetrack 
out.side the stalion. It was cleared in 
a hu"1· and the men in their j!'.afa 
uniforms took their pom opp<»ite 
the railroad swr ion. The red carper 
la1 rolled 0111, rhc mili1:1n h:rnd< 
st� read) to strike up. The garri­
son commander and his full sralf. 
as well as the ci1·ili�n officiah !.e­
lected 10 repre.ent the 1own and 
countv admini<tr:uions, formed :t 
.emic{1 de in the n1ain Iii .1-cb,s 
waitin11: room. Tweht' <plendid four­
in-han<l, with traclition.111' Iii .:rie<l 
coachmen and a colorful· mounrl.'d 
e<ron pic l..t'rl from the )01111::<'r 
meml>e1s of the count)» nobility 
waited outside rhe buildinJ?. Ancl by 
-.om.: 111i1adl.'. the ro1al ir:1111 pull.:d 
into the st�tion with a mere two­
hour <lel:t) ar one o'clod• >h;11 p. 
••!\IE"�'' Hr Lr.. the fa111il) wcrt wait· 
.. in� up ,,, 1he c;1,tk in .1 ... r.,rc 
nf l'"'''"'m fur rht' :ot rl\ ol :•f 
tht'it bir!·t.olc C!l�•t<." G1.1nolum Ir 
�lattl1ew· 11ent on. "The welcominit 
re1emnn1 h:ool h<'<'ll .1mph studied. 
anti rc:l•t'-" '><'I <1:1en cnou!!h, to go 
off ,,·i1hou1 a hitch. The first person 
tu apprOJ<'h tlte 1'ing. :u he stepped 
out of the c:irria;;e in hi< resplendent 
fidd 111:11 ,h.11'; uniform a11J >hal..u 
and Mood focinJI the main Jr.Ile ::a 
the 01h,·1 e•ll) uf the cl1a,.·l.Jridge. wa< 
your mother. She was. 1 think. fi,·e 
years old t11en. She had a bouquet of 
late-bloominj!: w·hite I05CS in he.r 
hands, a bouquet so heavy that she 
could hardly carry it. But carry it 
she did as she toddled up to the 
King in an ob,·ious rrance, with a 
half happy. half scared smile on her 
Rushed face. She made a formal 
Hofknix. dropped the bouquet. 
picl..ed it 11p urhelf<onsciousl)'o and 
reached it out with botl1 hands to 
the King. 
"The King lool..ed down upon her 
ummilini;l). rnoL. the bouquet from 
her hands. and. as though 1ryin� to 
;:<'L rid ol -0111c1hin� unpka,am to 
tf,e touch. hande<l it 10 one of his 
.11clc, "ho ,tc10<I vn hi> left. On hi< 
right >toocl the Crown Prince. Now. 
''"'" 11w1hc1 h.o<I ht'cn toltl. anrl told 
repe:11cdl1, 10 kb> the 1'ing's h:rnd 
if :incl when . . . .  But the if< and 
hht>n' \\t°Jr 1un.:n11t:n :11ul tht' onl\· 
t11ing >he appeared to rememher was 
th.11 ,111: "·" e'(X'l led tn 1.;,, the 
royal h:ond. The Kini!. ho"'<''er. ju<t 
,t()(>cl ill<'te lookin:: clown :ct her. 
'""h"'" ,.,,,., :11� it . . \II of .• ,,,.1.1c:n 
\1lllr 111•1:hn """ l1<·cl 0111. c1.ol1l><·d 
1he K 111::·, ro::ht h.mcl in ah ,,hit<' 
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kid glon�. anti planted a smack11111: 
1;;,, upon it The Cro"rn 1'1 ince. 
\\'IU-> \\'a' a t.1l:1: tul·1 ol 1e1,utc, �l\ld 
the· ,itu�tion. He picked up )Otir 
m•.)ther. L.i.-l'd h1:1 on both che.:l>. 
an1l ><'t her do .. n nut of hi< :rnc1"t 
l.11hc1'> w.11 . .-\11 ulht<·r tuoL. lar:1 h" 
the hand ar
)
<I It'd h<•r >mili n:;:h hack 
·" 10-. thl' dr;1\\'l>1 idi.:t· to wht••c the: 
rest of tht' famil) stood· in a group. 
"Hts :\l.•JESTY." Granduncle :\fat· thew conrinued. "looked le•s 
than interested as he took a fc11· steps 
toward my parenLS. tl1en stopped. 
waiting for them LO approach him 
ceremonioush-. which thev did in an 
attitude belitiini: :. couple of deeply 
mO\ed lo!·al subjects. He offered his 
be�lo' eel h:ancl li1»L to lll)' motha 
and then to m1 father. :\Iv 11101lter 
curtsied. m1 father ma<le a c.iecp ho"· 
..\< the' shook h.1ml•. thr h.in;: 
opened 1l1,· <Olli e1 ,,11inn in a r.11hcr 
\'ienne>e·>0t111dini: H1111i;::trian \\'ith 
Iii, uuuh·�tlit 11t·d rli< lh.:. ' I J,,,, '' ·•' 
the ha n e>r?' J fl\te:ul of tlw nhl i�:i­
tot \ 'Jt  \\,I,. fiue: 111\ r.11 l!t0I. ol>\ U•ll'" 
fori:erful in hi\ rcm,1on or \\'h:11 he 
li:ul h<:t•u 10111 ''' ·''"''·�:. ,,,id ,,ir', 
:. 111 i11ht s111ilc. 'Th.1111.. God. \ u111 
�faje<ty. i t wa,n't too b:1Cl.' 'Ancl 
ho\\ t.11 j, 1hi' h·u'"'' 11.un tJu• 1uh11· 
the Kini: inquired alter a 111omcnt'• 
f'.1lhC. 'fu11t h'l 11 l..ilnnH .. 'ICt "'. \•Utt 
\f:oj<',t).' F.1tltc·1 rrpli<•<l. 'In � r:or· 
ri.1:..:,l.,· th,; Kin� .... 1id ',\11d lUl lln1''" 
h,11 l:' \I\ 1.11Ji, I l1 oll1·, I Pll.'/lt. !  ,t11d 
u·111.111w1I .. 1tcn1. C . .,d u: ... , Iii' ... .. I 
h111 he .. 1::�ph i .. uL.nl ... 1upi11 ' '  1 
he had not l>ttn :l>keJ 1be que>tion 
of a majestfr simpleton: it ...-a. the 
quc,ti<>n or J :.0l<li1:r 01 .• hunt<·r. ·1 
mean acr<»s the fields.' the King ex. 
plained :ifter :mother brief p:iuse. 
My father looked both relie,·ed and 
ashamed. 'Less lhan ten. Your .\foj· 
esty,' he said. 'Good.' the King .-.1 id. 
"As soon as the King and his l'et· 
inue settled down in their quarters 
at the house, self-impon:inl comings 
and goings broke out all O\'er th.: 
place. Couriers jumpetl on and 01£ 
the.ir horses b� the 111:1in )..'1\le. A 
central telegraph office had been �I 
up in a large room on the ground 
floor. connecting by direct lines the 
ro)al headquarter> JI Selx.-, U>lle 
with the KolOL>\ cir gani:.on. the 
headquarters of the two army COlll• 
manders at the \'illage. and the Im· 
perial court and the \\"ar �Jini>try 
in Vienna. Staff offi<'el'< l:t'pt ht"' in� 
them�hes at endlhs meeting •. The 
clickinit or heels ne1·er 'topped for 
a moment as �nior siat1 uflicers kept 
arri1·ing or departing in hunches i n  
arnt� 1,;u ria�e,. 
"The King. the Crown Prince. and 
their entou1 a�e rode out frequently 
to inspect the uoops in the liclcl. 
The we:.1her was glo1 ious. "'ith a 
bene\'olent sun presiding 01·er a 
loveh lmli.1n ''"nmer . .  .\nti. a, the 
Kolouv�r garri\On commamler 10111 
me repeated I�. C\el'\ thing 5.<'Cmed 10 
work beautifully. 
"THE r111sT incident 10 c:111se ;t'ri· 
ous worries was �ported on 
October 3. \dl<'n. in tht' cour ... • nr 
deploymenL an infomr�· b:ittalion 
of the Blue Arn11 c:ome do.,·n "i1h 
symptoms or d��nter� �n after 
>upper. It w:" an oh' ious ca� o( 
111:0" ''""I poi..onin'.: ''hi< Ii wa, 
tr:uctl i,,,, � "ithout <lifii,11Jt, to 
''>OH' 1ai11tcd goul.:•h H111 ihc1 1' 
1.-Js an immedi.tte ru11101 that Ro­
manian n:1tion.1fi,tic Jgcnh h:1d poi· 
sonetl the "·('ft- '' ith d1ule1a J::erni-. 
.. 'A >ini.1cr·lool..ing man· was !..,iJ 
10 h:n e been seen 'lu1 king around 
a well' used bv the milit:ir\' at :1 
hamlet not far r.:0111 the I i!l.it.e· P1eo­
ently. a suspect wa> unsuccessrutl)' 
rh:illeng!"CI :ind almo,1 >hot b� .1 
sen1n· l>efo1 e it wJh clii.co,·ered th:11 
he w�s the '·illage idiot. The poor 
de,·il '"·as left alone and the >pr hunt 
stopped. Each of the ailing inf:tn. 
trymen was gi,·en a quinine tablet. 
a ration of 2wiebatl:. and a >Wi� of 
rum for supper. With e,.erybo<ly as· 
sumed to he restored to full he:ilth 
hr dawn next day. the whole thing 
was forgotten. 
"But the .1ffair that followccl he· 
fore the dar was out could noc be 
forgotten or hushed up so ea>ily. 
The tweh·e officers of che honor 
guard. jto<t <ittinJI: ;Hound in KolOI<· 
dr ;iwaicing the departure or the 
royal party on Octoher R. decided 10 
relie\'e their conrnming boredom 
by throwing a party at the cafc 
or the �1 hotel in t0\\'11. The,· ..en1 
an exceptionall) handsome cou1r.1de 
to negotiate a deal with t11e mad:un 
or the hetter of the town'> two bor· 
1ldlo>. aml the 111.ul.1111. after <0111e 
hard bargaining. ag·reed 10 c0-0per· 
ate . . .\t 1rn o" l<K I: on the cH'nin!! 
nl lktohcr 3, .lie 1 Jo:.e<I >hop :om! 
marcht'd her girl• 10 the only chnm· 
/,,,. u·p11n·r r>J the ,;,tc: . . -\c.c.uulin}! 
to .0111e e'ewime>'>CS the' ... ·ere wear. 
in;: 1a1hc1 llinb� g.1rh. Ti1i' :o>toni-h· 
int; de,elnpmenl matle tht' propri­
etor ol the hotl'I l1<>th tfc,11e1 .11t· :ind 
lurio1h. Oc .. p<'l,llC'. C1u 011l' \\:;, UtH 
•llf'f><M·d hi •pcoiJ tltc lt111 of ciffTl itol 
.11id npcnh:i111ktl ofho ('I''· .\nd luri· 
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01" be.-:1u.e, after all, his '"·as a n:­
'fl<'t t.1hle bounteois e11:ibli.l11nem 
" h  .. 1c diitnifie<I d1i1en< ""'" 1ht't1 
'"he> and children or an :iftcrnoon. 
":-;o :.<>oner had the news of the 
pnx·e"ion of the �au.ly young l:tdic< 
madt> tl1<· 1 ound> th:1n 3 �01111g 't:itf 
t«'porter or the Kolom ;ir Oppnsitinn 
.1pp<'.11cd al the car<· 10 :1>k the p10-
p1 ic-ror 'ome 11uemon,. The propri· 
etor, howe1·er, complained of a 
'Pliuing headache aod �ed to be 
left Jlone. l!ndi><"oura);cd, the re­
potter bribed one ol the waiters into 
d1:rnging clothes with him. and en· 
terecl the clwmbre srf'arit with a 
tr:iy in his hand and a napkin under 
hi, arm. The Oppnsitio11 printed 
hi< story on its from page the fol­
lnwin!! morning un<ler the holtl 
headline 'Is THIS Ui:R AR'.'4Y?" This 
'IOI � . of cour..e. could not be kepl 
£1 om the highest authorities. includ· 
int; tht< King. Hi, ;\f:ije, 11 �ttled the 
all.1ir by the ,ingle word "ra11s!'­
th11, ending the careers 0£ a dozen 
promi>ing young offilers. 
"The next dii.<tster strucl: the fol· 
lo1dn,i.: <IJ� ... Gr:induncle �latthcw 
went on. "The waters 0£ t11e region, 
atlcc1ed b� the hea•')' rains o( the 
p1e1edin� weel:end. were still ah· 
1101111.tll� hit;h . . \ ho:n r.111\ 111:: ll\11 
officer» :incl six men. e:ig:ii.:ed in in· 
'J>t'C tin� the UIHlt•htl llC I U H .' or .I 
Jx.>1110011 that ,,·;;a� l>cin;.: \tHhl1 1 u •. h:d 
ac ro" the Sehe' Ri,et. r:1p,i1t'd and 
ot1h 'Ult' cilftt c.•t .11hl l\HI 111\ II 111.111· 
a�c.t 10 •wim a>hnre. The hacl n('"'' 
11'.1< h<·,I no hi�hcr up th.on the .11 n" 
< Olllnt.1ndl'I" lwadqn.11 tt'I' !ht• rn 
11t·1.1I ,,.;i, ht'ld in "<:< l<'I .ot Ill<' mil· 
l1.11 \ .. ,., ti1u1 ul J\..,J,., .. , 11 ( r 1111 11•1\ 
''( .. 11.1111 (1 it.•, l t\fllt' Ill th I t'C.''· .11111 
\\'l hnpt'd h't•'d '('t·n lhc' C:'lld di 
them." C.ra11dt111t k· :'\l.tUh"'' «•11tin-
11etl. "R111 1Jti, 1»•p11l.11 '11pe1,1i1io11 
w:" 1eh1tnl 011 th<· d.I\ 111 '"" 111.1111 
bat de. Soon .ti 1e1 1he l)jule h:1cl 
heen joined :it da� b1 l'JI. • •  111 ari ilk1 y 
auac k wa� sinu1la1ed at.::tin:-.t ·' ,,·:ut·r 
111ill th:tt W.'.h )l'I\ in� ·'' .Ill .uh.lilt«.' 
post or the opposing anll\. ;ind one 
o( the >ht'lh 111111.-d NII HI lw liH'. 
h i.cored a direct hi1. killing a �r­
geant, three foot soldier>. and the 
miller'• elde>t son. It abo set the 
mill on fire and bumecl it to ashe<. 
"Next, tw� regiment� or the White 
Army somcho-.· got mi'<lirected in 
the course or the deployme111 at 
night: they were last sctn m:irching 
away from the baulefield. and at 
about ele,·en o'clock in the forenoon 
were •till rel"'nt'd mi"in�. The �ap 
had not been filled yet ancl a two­
kilometer stretch or the baule line 
lay 1mco,·ere<I. 
"!'\umber six. A platoon or one 
of the regiments 0£ the Blue Army 
disco,ered a well-stocked wine cellar 
in a home in a hamlet on the e<tate 
and cle<cencletl upon it  while the 
offi1er. were .1rnh i11Jt 1hei1 pl;11;, at 
lhe other end or the pla<e. The 
platoon go1 drunk to the last m:in 
and went on :1 1·ampage <hot th .tf1er 
midnight. dragjting se\Cral pea>alll 
girls out or thei1 hou se •. The) raped 
the girls ancl killed two elderly 
peasants who went at 1hem with 
pitchfork,; the> >hot a �oung ofhuor 
\\'hO, \\'ith <OlllC or hi' frl111\\ Offi<t'I,, 
tried in ,-.iin to 1alm them down. 
Order "·as fin:ilh re-toietl b,- two 
otht'.t platoon, th:it ,,·ct<: hun u:dh 
mmmonccl. ancl 1he h:imlcr was ror­
dnnctl oll 
":-<umber �\ell ..\ p�rrol or :I 
l1i�hla11dc1 1<0gunc11t. wh1t !i w:i' cle. 
1ailed to perro1 r11 <onw 011tfl:1nking 
oper.11ioJ1 in thl' 11c.11 In 111011111:1i1h. 
lost an "co ancl £o11r men who h:od 
u.1,hcd i111u .1 ll't.'\;h .. e' :11ul ''t.·•e 
found cle:1tl In a r1·,c11e p:trt\. 
";-\1111tl1<'l t'i)!ht. l!l,l\' uf or 1al.i11� 
by storm. as planned. a manor hou'e 
and i1' ,,111 n111ulin!.!' c'.11 h in 1 he 
afternoon. tlu:telH pic1t 1n� tlu� ... 111th· 
em n.1n\.: of tht' enem'" :i co111p:1n,· 
nf 1hc lll11t .\1111\ '"'"'l ' '' '"lh ' ·""" 
upon another manor house. al-
1r:nl) 1k<t1p11 .1 In :11t,.1h,·1 l\l11c 
..\rm� t(llllf'·'" � ·  :t 'cor" nl l.ilnnH'lt'r� 
to the 1101 th ,,f 1hc ori1:i11.d ta1i:ct. 
.ind .. t•rd,d dr•hH tht1t'.1"' l'' ·ud11lh ,:, 1h.,;i_L ,,If �' . ... ·'" i1 .. • •. a!.f l1t• 
··:-.:111111i"" 11i11·· .11t·I :"" ::11.J r.r. 
1<"'" loJlm,,.: ,,dlrh: (.,.r .tl .. i;c 
lnfl\\, huh tn:an\ mrnt' ('�1.,,e .. or utnl· 
"· ,,, . \ .1t1 .. t·cl IH 1ltt .. 11\�1H.I�� UU;'l\( Ot 
111i,pl.111ni111:. in<Olll(i<t<'ll•c 01 inacl­
\t'lt<'m�. 01 j t011thi11:11io11 or tltt'm. 
m 'ht·er bacl luck. 
.. A f'l�At. SLOW rel! la1er io the 3fl. 
_L\.. t·11t•to •U .ind uu netl 1h� clin1:1' 
of the b•lllk 'into a l�n<'. For >Orne 
ffi)Stt:riou' reason, the r�ments on 
either ft:ink or the \\'hite . .\rm\", 
scheduled to perform in one thru�t 
a gijtantic pin{'er mo\'ement a�.<inst 
tht' 01her arm\. marched in�lt'ad on 
each othet aiong tht' not th-,outh 
:"j' of I heir t'lllit1• f1 nnt. 10111!'111 
a bitter mod; b.11llc agai1h1 ea.ti 
other. and <lef.,:ttl'.d ea< h otht'1. I n  
a '"'pt i>ini.: 1110"" hoth bt:i:.111. :o 
retreat, pa11i1-\1rickt'n. to\\'at'll their 
011J,:in.1I pn .. i:iurh. k "  111!.! llw 1H:1i11 
both 0£ thC :t'llt\, "lllH IOllt l.il11-
l1ICl�l'S to the ('.;1>1, f:)\j>(hCcl ;11111 dc­
rcn,C'le<>. :-\o cloubt. 1111q11:1liliccl ,-i(. 
tol\ "·mold ha' e bt'cn "" .11tletl 10 
the' Blue Army ii it hacl 1eali1e:o1I 
tin· pli�h1 ol ;,, "l'l '"lll'lll :111d. 
1al.i11g a1h·:1111ai:e or the ,illl�tinn. 
pu1 .. ,wd thl· t.li .. lntc.-i:1.t1 int: UH'lll'. 
It might ha\'e ;ichil'\Ctl 1hi, by the 
.. i111ph 1.u1it ti nv·.111 ... n( 1n.11c hinf.! 
f•tl \\,11tJ. Ullll',hlc.·tl J�lll l1\ ...t>lllt: 
i11(':t!r11l:ihlc t\\'i<1 of 1he Imperial 
.111d Rtn.d \1h11n-lf 1u1�.111.1u u�ili· 
1ar� mind. the t·om111a11<k1 ol the 
Hitt<' .\nn' �"' tht.· uup•� ......... th:11 
l1i1 anm h:ul l>t't'n ro11tt'tl. an<I 
ortlc.·l l·d .1 J,:.t.'11\.'l.tl 1c.·t1t.'.t1 f1ull1\\ 1 1 h  
\II ,,,,., tht 1c11.1111 clr,idiuc 1lh 
j\\61 ,1111:-·" tfh ... ilt lllt' •)! ,l )o\J!:_­
:tl1,i1:d011'1 , J .  11t11 1 111 11.ll t l'tllt'IC'I \ 
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1l'i>:nt'tl t>nh :i It''' f.!llo .. th n1t:1nhe1� 
or the 'tr:t1?io:ling .uh:tllfl' !?tt:tnl. ttn· 
"'!'<'< tt••!I' t\11 llCcl ll'.•r 2,'l.nt:. h:otllH· 
et! the >tenc '"hen :i i:roup ol ,,i,. 
�t \t'•'· including 1ht' foreiq11 
militan attaches. app1oa1hetl on 
ho1 ,eh.ic I.. 1h<' 'ct' ,c, tio11 or the 
battlefield that hati heen selected a< 
!ht ''•'!:<' frn .t ti iu111ph�11t ,ftOl\ <>l 
milit<tt' >kill. 
"The mounted ,11:roup iurnecl back. 
clisma�ed, and soon came upon an· 
other splt'ndid group or hor11emen. 
approaching from the tlittttion or 
the castle, which included the Kini:', 
the Crown Prince. and lht'ir ai<le>. 
After this encountel'. the Kin� with· 
drew to hi> room' iu the c:1,tle :inti 
nobod� was permitted iu his p1es­
en< l' rm I he I t'>t or I he ti.I\. 
"The follo"·ing tla� w:" tie' 01ed 
to, or ,,·aste<I upon. a dt>pe1ate at­
rempt at piecini: thin� hljtetht'.r aml 
finding out what acltl:dh h:ul h:tp­
penetl ancl why. R11111or- ot l11nh,·r 
tlismal incidenu circula1etl 1111offici:tl­
ly. Hert' a munition cart explodt'd, 
and 1herc four men tlrowne<I ,,·hile 
< ro"inq .-1 fi,hpon<I \\'i1h11111 i.··•"'" 
or au tho: i1ation. A 111i11<11 fo1 e't Iii c 
<0rnsccl b" carele''""'�· di,J,>..a;ir.;;; 
>Orne military Oj><'r:ttion el"'"·i1<:1 <'. 
and uni• ('r,,.�I bedc' il111c111 "'' "' '. 
whe1e. Ancl when. 1he d;" :il1c1. 
the \\'ar Re"icw Board. ,;rc,idttl 
O\.CT l.J� His �f.,je'''· n1C't i n  a 
t limate;o 0£ tilter tli,:1'1l'I. the 111itpi1c' 
"ere 'imph unahk to 1le1e1111i11e 
'' hc1hc1 the 10111m.uuk1 <1f the 
\\"hi1e A�m,· or hi< rountt:i pan in 
tht• llh1t' Arni� "'°' k" szuih' of 
writing a new chapter in the lon,11: 
h: .. :•U'\ .,j 1he IUtHl:tH h\ \ tnilir I I\  
inepti1tuk. 
"C111 ic111'h' t'11011t:h. tht' Kinq­
ktw"·n fur hi\ mood' anti not inltt· 
cp1<.·1u fl:llC'·ll)''-U�\t.'' J!H'\\. hu iou' 
;i, he )1,tenetl a li11k ab..e111miml­
c:dh to !llC' l•u'J.: ,,i11dt•,I \ll  1.t1l11·1 
'Pi;itlc" deu;u(' :it the to11fe1 <·t11t' 
1 . .t.k. 1 ll' lonl ... I a I.it 1ih'<l. h111 II•• 
'iJe'll of :lt1110�:tllH' ,hO\\l'tf tlll hi� 
r:11 C'. :-\('\'('rt !Wk". hOI It ,\1111\ t'lllll 
1u.11ul,, .. \H'h' I\ llH ,.'d Ull iltt 'ill' 
Aho rt' lit'' eel. :11 their "'' 11 re<111e't 
1\I � tHl f"\'. h ( ; t  111 . o 1 t ltdl1l..t• .i.;ld ,I 
p11nu: . .  \ llt:''' top P"'' '':" ttt":1u:d. 
l11-1•·1 t"1 (;"'" ·" ·•I 11t.. \ 1 1111 .. f 
Fm rt''- Tht• pchil inn, ':u :111·.I 
iluuu:.::li du: .. c t h.111:,:l'' \H'H lilfi-il 
l•l'l·uc· 1lu nltTlirt!.! ''·'" •t\l'I . 1�111 
\ \ • f l  .1:1, I i t  \\,h •l\\I. tlh• t•tll111•.: 
ol hl'.ttl, , ,,nuu11c·•I .111 duu11::h du-
rnilitan• hi<'1.11, h' f1om ,<'nior ,1.lfI 
otlicers 
· 
do-.·n to }unior field officer s. 
It 11·11.r an canhquakc." .-\ncl that. 
in s11b,1.1ne<·, wa, II:<' \tOf\ ol t11e 
war games as recounted by Grand· 
uncle Ma1111e-.. 
J:x TH» eat I� thinic,, at tl·c ntftce of the ne1,·,pa pt>r whc1-e I ,,·as 
1<·or kini:. I 11w1 .111 chkr h free.!an\c 
journalist b� the name of T:ircay. 
He was a big man with a sad, baU 
head and an old·fo<hioned Hussar 
mustache. He wrote articles in a 
rather ou1-0't;date maimer on sub· 
jects fit for the Sunda,· family sup­
plement, and �ucceeJed in �lling 
some of them if and "'hen the m.ut· 
aging editor happened to � in a 
d1aritable moot!. 
Before loni;: I lt!arneli 1ha1 T.ir.·dy 
was a nati"e of Kolozsdr and knew 
my mother's family but. for reasons 
he ne,·er disclo:.ed, he clicl not want 
to nwe1 am· of its mcrnhcrs. in, Jud· 
ing m)' Gr;;nduncle )l:111hew. \\'hen 
he told me that he had started his 
journ;ilistic career 011 the Koloz"·;ir 
Opposition, I asked him whc:her 
he happened to know the man who 
hacl written an 3rticle long ago 
about an officers' sran1lalous coffee. 
hou.c pall�. 
"Sure I know him," T:\rray '"icl. 
"It was I. But how do you know 
about it?" 
T tolcl him, ancl the ne:-.r rime he 
showed up I a�ketl him to read a 
f.-w pJ!(e' of the nore< I h.ul made 
of Granduncle :\latthc"··, nanath·e. 
He sr:rnned 1hc nott:h•'lOk and read 
the indi<att'd pages ,!owl� and <are­
fulh·. "Fairh arn1rare." he said at 
last: "l'\(lt >lil'ntilic. thou,Rh. I'm 
going to sho\\ �ou another manu· 
script." 
The fol101\'i11i: tl:i� he tame ""' k 
with :i huge package.- wrapped in 
new�p1 int anti pm it 0:1 m' .1 .. ,k_ 
h \\':IS a tll.Uhl\(l'll'I. \\l illell Ill ft 
meti<ttlou�. rlerl.i'h lom1.lt�nd. en­
titled ":\ S\\01<1 of reate" aud 
subtitlecl "A Chronicle of tht A•ts· 
1ro-li11ni:: •ri.111 \:nl\ from Ii- l.u:ill· 
nings in 1�1i8 10 the Outbrcal. of 
\\'orlcl \\'ar I in l!'ll I." T�rra\· \ai<l 
he h.ul \t:inetl 1,lanninc: i1 in l'IJ.i 
when he wa< a war corre,pon1knt on 
1he Ru;,ian Front anti i:or •!,� ion. 
pre.\ ion that rite :\11<1ro.Hu111?:iri'" 
:\JTO\ wa< 1101 much ol a <word 
rur �\°:11. ff, hN:.tll wtitin;.: it in 
l!l'.!0 \\ht·n rltc "·:1r .II'< hi'e' in 1\11.! .•. 
fl<'.>L :rnd \'ienna be• .1111,· :it1e->1ble 
:o ci,·ili:rn researchers 
'Tic heen pcddlinc: it �i1H<' I was 
half thtouglt." T.ircay >:ti.I. "l:'.".:r�· 
body .a�s ii'; itrcat and nob0<h· 
wants 10 p11bfoh it." 
It 1''flS a prO<hll I Of r�r,1arl.ablc 
rescan h. bri,tling \\ ith f,1ll> anti 
fi111m�s ancl craph< and qum:11iom. 
am! 1h1111gh tilt' n:1rr:11iH: w:1> 1a1hn 
peJesu ian. the "·hole lhing '"a• 
fascinating. The name of Ille work 
seemed to ha"e been aptly chosen. 
The armv of the Dual :\lonarch' 
was formidable in ;i1e and horri{;. 
ing in iLS rigid adherence to tl;e 
traditions of a once mighty but 
pr�es'i"t:I� Jecaying world power. 
Under it, there had in<leed bc.-en a 
long period of peace, stretching o,·cr 
some fon,·-fi,e \'ears. anrl it had been 
a good·lookin� swonl. The onl�· 
trouble St"en:- to ha'c been 1 ha1 
the peace reigned °'er ;; seething 
,·okano of nationafo1ir and i111C1 · 
national intrijt1tc:> anJ a>pir:uion,, 
and the.- <wor'1. thC' Fir<t \\'orld \\'ar 
prcn c1I, "''" 111.11 le ol le'' 1h.111 per­
fect steel. 
A wb,1:rnti3l pan of the m:inn· 
\ITipt. ''hirh I read more card11lh 
th;in the rc•1. deah with thr w;ir 
g:irnC'< in �t':ll knl(th and drt:>il. 
''"" 1 ibing tl1<·11t �t·:ir b' �c:n. blo"· 
b,· blow. Ollidal clornment\, I 
le.11 n<'.! with a111:11c111e111, h.ul de· 
scribe1l the war games in Trnn'� t. 
\ .1nia in l�'"\ ;1'\ ":tn un<p•:dilit•cl 
snt1·e"· with the \'ictor\ awankd to 
the \\'hite . .\nn\'-char:io lt'ri<tic:ilh. 
1h<' "11tlu"i" .. 0111' . .  \ l11or1101t· ll\ 
1he :1111ho1 pointeJ 0111 rhar a <en-<'I 
>Late 1t<-.1tv bC't\\'Ccn the Du.ti ;\f(lll· 
arch\' ;uul# Rn1n:u1i:l. wJln,c t'Olll l1t­
'iu11 tlh" w;ir f!!llU<'< h.ul h<'t'n in· 
tc,:ntlnl to lo''h.lt't, '' .1.. ..i�111 d in 
\'ic.:1111.1 hdo1 ·: 111<· end ol 1h.r1 \�·'' · 
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T .irc:i' 's aaount made me "'""· 
der whether the w:ir itames at Sel>e> 
h.:d b<'t'n a� """ h of a 1ldi:11 f:­
a> Gr.1111l11nd" )l.,uhc" inst>t<'tl tltn 
had. \\'ith the exception of tht' 
Koloz.,·:lr cafc orgy-not nc<E">,:n ii� 
a mili1:1r� opcrarinn antl th<'1 l"f.11<' 
omiueJ from T;irca' $ ··Ch1onidc" 
-1he e'ent< were rept>rte<I alin·•·• 
i1k111it.tlh U\' both wurcc.-<. but 
Tarca! ·s ,iol')' ·inclucled several mo,c· 
menu and episodes Granduncle 
Mauhew failed 10 remember or tell 
me .1bou1. These seeme<l to ha\'t' 
�en in conformity "·ith n1ilitaq 
routine. an<l nothing about them ap­
pearecl panicularly dis;1stro11s. :-.:ow 
Grantlunde :\la11hew ha<l ba�d hi' 
account on personal recollectie>m 
and rumor• he had <ucceeJetl in 
M1uce1ing out of )C\'e1-al f1iernll� 
officers on the spot, yet it impie,,etl 
me as more amhentic than Tarcay's 
imper�nal ,·ersion ba..ed on official 
dounncnt>. 
I re111rned the manmcript to T:lr· 
cay and �id something about how 
>hameful i t  wn> that such important 
"·ork r'Cmail\cd unpublishe<l. lrnt I 
was 100\ inu�<I thal . . . .  ":\II ri�ht. "II 
riohr," T:irca,· interrupted. "Th:inh 
lo; tnin� noi to di.courai:e me. ;.J! 
the •.1111c ... \\'c .._,.,. e.u h oth<'t r:tth<'1 
ollcn ahl·r that. hut we ne,·er t:rlked 
ol hi> 1.-ork a�ain. 
O'r1 I ·"k<'tl (;1a11duncle :\lauhew wla�1 he1 he rcn1enibcrr<l ,.;ire:•". 
lk 1e1 1.1111h tl1d. (.1.1:1tl1111tll' \1:11-
tht·'" 5aid: he "'·" 1he one who rai-<'d 
tl1.11 ,1i11k •ho111 th<' officC'n· rofke· 
h011>c a1ln•nt11rr in 1111'$. "He w:i< 
<(ltir<' a (!iftC'il \Ot11t!?-1er. h111 hr 
.1i111nl WO ltij.:h.'' (.,.111tlunt le �f:il· 
thew sai11. "S<·,<:ral \CM< la1fr'. hC' 
1,;1111etl 111 mar I \  ·•0111 .\unr I !,it'. 
\ <Ht 1t•111cmhcr h<'1'. tln11·1 '011; '>he 
wa,n·1 ex.1nh a hc:1111�. an;l ltc '""' 
:. j:"tW"Nl·lnoi..fnt: ho\. 1\111 h1• \\';1' 
'' itlto1u 111(".t1h anti ... he· \\,,, 11, It. 
The' l:"l <ct·1 e1h· l'ng:1(!t'tl anti 
pl:11111ni 111 clupl'. h111 «>mdum· I 
lnnn:l i! ont. I hail a long 1:rll. wirh 
I· J,ic.· .11hl 1h.11 w.1 .. 1IH.' .. .-u d ol i! 
She tlit'1I a S(llll\tcr Ill l!ll:I. Ill \\'.IS 
it l!'ll I''' 
I rnltl C1 .011d11111 lc· \l.111111" :ilu1111 
T:irr;w'< "Cltrouid<'" h11t h<' '<"<'111<'11 
unilllt:I C>lt'tl. J 11\lc:ul h1· con1111ut·d 
11Hhil1�. 1hi' ti1H(" .1ho111 "HlH' ulf1c:r. 
111tff(' ,ujf;thlt• HHltl!,! lll<'ll \\IHH11 
.\uni I J.,,h. h 1t! ,uft .. C,fltt'111h 1t.·l1t .. n! 
10 lll.UI \ , 
8 Ferenc Konnendi ,  "The Emperor 's War Games, " The Reporter, 
November 17, 1966, pp. 50-56. 
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THE GREAT WAR 
RESEARCH PROJECTS : 
I .  In our library you will find the book, Animal Farm, written by 
George Orwell. Begin reading the book, and have it completed by the 
next lesson. Do not be misled by the ease at which the story flows , it 
was done in all seriousness, as you will see. 
II.  Study the official message , below, between the German Empire 
and the state of Mexico. This note, when revealed to the American public ,  
mobilized this nation's war fever almost to the breaking point. When 
your teacher reaches this point in the class study of World War I ,  be 
prepared to conduct a session of class concerning this message . In pre-
paration for this , be ready to answer the following questions: a) Why 
would the German government be communicating with the Mexican government? 
Had Mexico joined in the war effort? b) Why was this message communicated 
at this time? Could it not have been done earlier? Later? c )  Why would 
Japan be a party to this? What would Japan and Mexico gain from this 
arrangement? d ) Do you think Mexico would have taken this note seriously? 
WE I� T[:">I> TO DEG!� IJ!'1Rl'STRICTEO 51.Tll'.\fARINB 
W�t.fMl!-. o:-.: ThF. FIR�r 01- l"Elll(UAkY. WE 5;1ALL EN· 
OEA\0� i:S !'iPlrl! OF THIS 1u KEEP THE t:NlTFD STATES 
J'\[l TR.\I.. !:-< 1;.i:: CVE:"l t':: ":1!15 !'-"OT 5t;CCET:Dl:-:G, \\;'E 
MAKE :o.:E:-.ICO .-\ rrt01'(1S.'\I. Of "'LLIA:"CE O� THF. FOL· 
LO\Vl;\(o I' \'.J:< .\IA>'.c \\',\•( ·,-Olof:THCR, .i.tM.:E PEACB 
10<.ETllL!t, G1l'Ell0U3 f'1-.;,\;-..:CL\l. StJr!'t•ii.T, A:""D AN 
l'''DEP.sT.:.:-:n:�G o:s OUR r'.\f'.T THAT ME:Xl<:O JS TO RE­
CO:SQU:!� T:l!' lO!>T Trin1 r0;()" J'\ TJ:XA�, l» EW 1-1i::.;1co, 
A.!o.;0 ARJzo:-:.A. 1HE SF..T1°.EMl'.;'T I:-< OE.T1UL IS LEFI TO 
\"OU. 
YOU \\'ILL l�FOR;\f THE PRESIDENT [OF MEXICO] OP 
Tile ABOVE. ;\10ST SECRF.TL Y .o\S SOON AS Tl!E OtlTllRllAK 
OF WAR WITH THE t:!'JTJ:O S I A fES JS CERTA.L'I /.Nl) ADD 
THE SUGG':STION THAT HE Sl�OULD, 01' HIS O\\'N. ll'ilTIA· 
TIVE, fl':\"ITE JAPA<-.; TO JM�IEDlATE ADHERENCE ANO AT 
THE SA�.IE TIME MEDLWE BETWEEN JAPAN A."10 OUR· 
SEL\.03. • 
PLEASE Ct.LL THE J'RE�IDENT'S ATTENTIO� TO THE 
FACT THAT THE uis;u:srRll. TF!) J::;\iPLOY;\t(N"J oi: OUR 
SUBMARINES NOW OF1ERS 'fl!E! PJ{OSPECT OF CC!>.f PEL• 




III. When Wood.row Wilson, the President of the United States 
during the war, proposed his ''Fourteen Points" as a means of ending all 
future wars, he was hailed by millions of people, on both sides of the 
conflict, as a great and humanitarian leader. When he j oined the victors 
at Versailles to write the treaty that would end the conflict , the Ger-
man people became very disappointed in him. In an essay, and on an out-
line map of Germany, list and illustrate the main points of the Treaty 
of Versailles, with regard to the following: a) the responsibility for 
the war, b) the costs of the war and how they were to be paid, c )  the 
provisions for insuring that Germany would never again wage war, d)  the 
network of free-zone cities and international waterways, e )  territorial 
adjustments .  Finally, explain which of Wilson's ''Fourteen Points" seemed 
to be denied to the Gennans, in the treaty. 
IV. When the war began , the Triple Alliance was fighting along two 
main battle fronts . Before American troops began arriving in Europe, 
9Barbara w .  Tuchman , The Zimmermann Telegram (New York: Dell 
Publishing Company, 1958 ) ,  p .  136. 
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however, one of the main participants, Russia, had quit the war. That 
country was now in the grip of the Bolshevik revolution, and on the 
verge of a civil war , and an invasion by Allied forces. Nilolai Lenin 's 
rise to power was just the first part of his struggle. Real problems 
arose when contingents of the Russian army mobilized against him, while 
the nation faced massive starvation. When the war on the Western front 
ended , the United States , with some Allied help, invaded the northern 
shoreline of Russia in order to retrieve military supplies shipped to 
Russia during the war . These problems, and more, faced Lenin as he at-
tempted to stabilize his position in the government of Russia. What 
techniques did he use to hold power, and how did he have to resort to 
I 
capitalism ( "one step backward , in order to take two steps forward " ) , 
to rescue his fledgling revolution? 
SELECTED REFERENCES: 
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RESEARCH PROJECTS : 
LESSON XIII 
BETW':SEN THE WARS 
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I. When George Orwell wrote the book, Animal Fa.rm , he had become 
disillusioned with the promises and realities that were the S oviet Union. 
Seeking to express this condition, he dealt with a very complex situa­
tion in basic terms - to illustrate how the overall struggle was being 
changed by the betrayal of some people within the movement . Who were the 
main characters of the book, and what role did each play in the real 
Russian revolution? What was the main task that the animals on the fa.rm 
were working on, and how does that c orrespond to Russia in the 1920's 
and 19JO's? At what point do the animals begin to see their leadership 
betraying the ideals of their revolution? Describe the scene where the 
animals finally witness the abandonment by their leaders, and join forces 
with the enemy. Why do you believe the leaders of the revolution abandoned 
their original ideals? Do you think that their convictions were r.ot all 
that strong to begin with, or that other factors entered the picture 
to change their course? 
II.  Below is a description of the power that Josef Stalin possessed 
during the 19JO 's .  Read this excerpt from a larger work, and try to en­
vision the type of personality Josef Stalin was . How was he actually 
able to control such a remote place as this scene describes, in such 
a vast nation as the Soviet Union? Of what purpose was all of this to 
the person of Stalin? Was this actually unique to him, or might he be 
following the advice on how to run a country, from a voice out of the 
past? 
The d:unascene steel of Article 58, first tried out in 1927, right 
after it was forged, was wetted by all the waves of the following 
dec::idc, and with whistle and siash was u5cd to the full to deal 
telling blows in the l:;w's attack upon th� people in 1937-1938. 
Herc one ha5 to m:iJ...c tnc: point that the 1937 operation was 
not arbitrary or accidental, but well pl:!nncd well aht:ad of time, 
and that in the first half of that year many Soviet prisons were 
re-equiF·pcd. Cots were t:!l:er. out of th.: cells :.ad continuous Oi1e· 
or two-storied board benches or bunks were built.33 Old priwners 
claim to rc:i!cmb�r th:it the first blow :.!:e�edly took the form of 
ml!ss arreHs, striking virtually throughout the whole .country 
on one sinfle August nigh:. (But, knowing our clumsiness, I don't 
real!y believe this.) In that autumn, when people were trustingly 
expc:ting � big. nationwide amnesty on t:1'! twentieth anniversary 
of :he October Rcvolution, Sta!in, the prankster, added unheard· 
of fiitccn- and twenty-year prison terms t.) the Crimin31 Code." 
Thcr:: :s harJly any r.ccd to r·�peat hci.: what has aireatly been 
wiJely writt.:n, and wili be written m:iny times more, about 1937: 
that a crn5hing blow was ciealt th:! upper ranks of the Party, the 
governr:ient, the milit::iry command, and the GPU-NKYD nsclf.35 
There was hardly one province of the Soviet U:iion in which the 
llrst secretary of the Party Committee or the Chainnan of the 
Pro,·inci31 Executive Committee survived. Stalin picked more 
l>uitJbk people for his purp0ses. 
Olga Chavchavadzc tei!s how it was in Tbilisi. In 1938 the 
Ch::iirm2n of the City Exc.:utive Committee, his first deputy, de­
pt.rtment chiefs. their assis:ants, all the chief accountant>, all the 
chief ernnomists were arrested. New ones w.:re appointed in their 
places. Two months p:isscd, and the arrests began again: the 
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chainnan, the deputy, all eleven department chiefs, all the chief 
accountants, all the chief economists. The only people left at 
liberty were ordinary accountants, stenographers, charwomen, 
and messengers . . . . 
In the arrest of rank·and·filc members of the Party there was 
evidently a hidden therr.e not directly stated anywhere in the 
indictments and verdicts: that arrests �hould be carried out 
predominantly among Party members ·.vl10 had joined before 
1924. This was pursued with particular rigor in Leningrad, be· 
cause all of them there had signed the "platform" of the New 
Opposition. (And how could they have refused to sign':' How 
could they have rdused to "trust" their Leningrad Provincial 
Party Committee?) 
Here is one vignette from those years as it actually occurred. 
A district Pa:-ty conference was under way in Moscow Prcvince. 
It was presided over by a new secretary of the District Party 
Committee, replacing one recently arrested. At the conclusion 
of the conference, a tribute to Comrade Stalin was called for. 
Of course, everyone stood up (just as everyone had leaped to 
his feet during the conference at every mention of his name). 
The small halJ echoed with "stormy applause, rising to an ova­
tion." For three minutes, four minutes, five minutes, the "stormy 
applause, rising to an ovation," continued. But palms v:ere £Ctt!ng 
sore and raised arms u·ere �)ready aching And the olda people 
were panting from exhc.t:stio:i. It  was �cco:ning ir:st.:fkrably si!!y 
even to those who really adored Stalin. Ho•Aever. who would 
dare be the first to_ stop'! The secretary of the District Party 
Committee could have dor:c it. lfo \\'3S standing on th� pl:ltform, 
and it was he who had just called for the ovation. But he was a 
newcomer. He had taken the place of a m:m who'd been ::irrested. 
He was afraid! Arter all, �KVD men were st:inding in the hall 
t:pp!audi:ig ar.d watching to see who quit first! An9 in that ob­
scure, small hall, un\;nown to the uadcr. the a'>pl:iuse v.e·nt on 
-six, seven, eight minutes! They were done for! Their goose 
was cooked! They couldn't stop now til� they collapsed with 
heart attacks! At the rear of the h:ill, which was crowd�d. they 
could or co:1rsc cheat a liit, cl:ip bs frequently, less vigorously, 
not so eagerl):_ but cp there \\ith the presidium wh�rc everyone 
could see them? The director of the local paper factory, an 
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indcper.dent and strong-minded man, stood with the presidium. 
Aware or aft the fabity and all the impossibility of the situation, 
he still Atept en appi:luding! Nine minutes! Ten! In anguish he 
w:i:chc<l the secretary of the District Party Committee, but the 
latter dared not stop. Insanity! To the last man! With make­
believe enthusiasm on their faces, looking at each other with 
faint hope, the district leaders were just going to go on and on 
applauding till they fell where they stood, till they were carried 
out of the hall o:t stretcher�! And even then those who were left 
would not falter . . . .  Then, after eleven minutes, the director of 
the paper factory assumed a businesslike expression and sat 
down in his seat. And, oh, a miracle took place! Where had the 
universal, uninhibited, indescribable enthusiasm gone? To a man, 
eve::y..:>ne else stopp�·d dead and sat down. They had been saved! 
The squirrel had beecr smart enough to jump off his revolving 
wheel. 
That, however, was how they discovered who the independent 
people were. And that w?s bow they went about ehminating 
them. That same night the factory director was arrested. They 
easily pasted ten ye::rs on him on the pretext of something quite 
different. But after h:! had signed Form '.:!06, the final document 
of the interro2:ition. his inte�ro!!ator reminded him: 
"Don't eve; be the first to siop applauding!"39 
(And just what are we supposed to do? How are �ve supposed 
to stop?) 
Now thaf� what Darwin's natural selection is. And that's also 
how to grind people c!own with stupidity. 
But today a new myth is being created. Every story of 1937 
that is printed, e\·e:y reminiscence that is published, relates with­
out exception the t�agedy of the Communist Je:iders. They have 
kept on assuring us, and we have unwittingly fallen for it, that 
the history of l 93i and 1·938 consisted chiefly of the arrests of 
the big Communists-:ind virtually no one else. But out of the 
mi!iions arrested a: that tirr.e. important Party and state officials 
could not possibly have represented more than 10 percent. Most 
of the relatives standing in line with food parcels outside the 
Leningrad pris9ns were lower-class women, the sort who sold · 
milk. 
The composition of the h0rdes \\ho were arrested in that 
powerful wave anJ lugged oIT, h:iJf-cicacl, to the Archipelago was 
of such fantastic diver�ity th:it anyone who w:mt:. to deduce the 
rationale for it scientifically will rack his brain a Jong time for 
the answer: (To the contemporaries of the purge it was stiU more 
incomprehensible.) 
The real law underlying the arrests of those years was the 
assignment of quotas, the norms set, the planned allocations. 
Every city, every district, every military unit was assigned a 
specific quota of arrests to be carried out by a stipul:ited time. 
From then on e·Jerything else depended on the ingenuity of the 
Security operation� p�r5onnel. 
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The former Chekist Aleksandr Kalganov recalls that a tele­
gram arrived in Tashkent: "Send 200l" They h3d just finished 
one clean-out, a:id it sterned as ii there was "no one else" to take. 
Weil, true, they had just brought in about fifty more froi11 the 
districts. And then they had :rn idea! Tney \\.Ould rcclass\fy as 
S8's all the nonp0litical offenders being held by the pnlice. No 
sooner said than done. But despite that, they had still not filled the 
quota. At that precise moment the police reported tl1:1t a gypsy 
band had impudently encamped on or:e of the city squares and 
asked what to do with them. Someone had another bright idea! 
Tney surrounded the encampment anci raked in ail the �yp:.y 
men from seventeen to sixty as 58's! They had fulfilled the plan! 
This could happen another way as well: according to Chief of 
Police Zabolovsky, the Chekists of Ossetia were given a quota 
of five hundred to be shot in the Republic. They ashd to have 
it increased, and they were permitted another 250. 
Telegrams transmitt!ng instructions of this kind were sent via 
ordinary channels in a very rudimentary code. Io Temryuk the 
woman telegrapher, in holy innocence, transmitted to. the NKVD 
switchboard the me�sage that 240 boxes of soap were to be 
shipped to Krasnodar the following day. In the morn:ng she 
le:i.rncd about a big wave of arrests and guessed the meaning of 
the message! She tcld her girl friend what kind of telegram it 
was-and was promptly arrested herself. 
(Was it indeed tot:illy by ch:ince that the code words for 




III. When nations go to war, they generally need large amounts 
of money very quickly, and resort to special policies to collect it. At 
the beginning of World War I ,  Germany, and most other countries, tem-
porarily ceased backing its money with gold - which means the govern-
ment could now print as much as it thought was necessary for the war. 
With ever larger amounts of money circulating in the economy. the value 
of each bill (called the "Reich Mark" ) began to go down. After the war, 
the German government began pursuing policies that resulted in the un-
believable figures shown below. These figures are from a "Wholesale 
10 6 Alexander I .  Solzhenitsyn, The Gulag Archipelago - 1918-195 
(N . Y . : Harper and Row Co. , 1 973) , pp. 68-71 . 
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Price Index" during the years indicated. Study this index of prices ,  
and delve into the experience of Germany in these troublesome post-
war years . 
1922-23 HYPERJNFLATION 
























1 1  
As you can see, these figures are outrageous� In an essay, 
explain why the Gennan government did this to its own people .  To get to 
the heart of the matter, it will be necessary to: a) identify what is 
meant by the ''Wholesale Price Index " ,  b)  detennine what Gennany was 
held accountable for in the Treaty of Versailles,  c )  what policies the 
German government followed toward the victors of the war, and the wel-
fare of its citizens back home, d )  what special role France played 
immediately after the war - especially with regard to the reparations 
11The Nightmare Gennan Inflation (Princeton, N . J . : Scientific 
Market Analysis, March , 1970), p .  2 .  
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payments from the Ruhr ( industrial) area. Did you know that France 
actually invaded Gennany during this time? And that many Gennans actually 
benefited by the destruction of their money? Incidently, what was the 
young Adolph Hitler up to while this was happening? If you look care-
fully, this is when he makes his first move for power. 
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THE SECOOD WOOLD WAR 
RESEARCH PROJECTS : 
I .  "Appeasement . "  The American College Dictionary describes it as: 
"to accede to the belligerent demands of a country by a sacrifice of 
justice. 1112 This one word has become identif'ied with Allied cowardice 
and betrayal in the face of Hitler0 s  aggressions. When the German Dic­
tator first began moving his troops, and the French and British did 
nothing, this signaled both his intentions and his opponent' s  will. Be­
ginning with this specific incident, and each other acquisition by Hitler, 
up through Poland, list a) what (specifically) he desired, b) the basis 
on which he made his demand, and c )  why the appeasers either did nothing 
or participated in the act. Incidently, do not forget about Josef S talin 
in these early years of the conflict. Then, in an essay, speculate on the 
past by assu ming you had the power to stop things from happening. Which 
of these "appeasem ents" seemed j ustified by the Allies? Which seemed 
otherwise? When could people have anticipated Hitler ' s  next move, and 
either stopped it, or staisfied him? C onsider the many events that con­
cerned the nations at the time, and suggest in your essay if he was really 
worth stopping du ring any of these crises. 
II. In 1975, a small paperback book was publish ed in Europe and 
the U nited S tates, that literally rewrote portions of what we thought 
we knew about the course of World W ar II. Tha t book was called, The U ltra 
S ecret, and concerned the cracking of the German secret codes by the 
British. Every history book on the war had now to be rewritten. Obtain 
12rhe Americ an College Dictionary, 1968 .  
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a copy of this book fran our library and c ompare its explainations of 
some specific accounts of the war with those in the memoirs of such 
people as General Dwight D .  Eisenhower, General George Patton, and 
Prime Minister Winston S .  Churchill . For example ,  how does Winston Church-
ill's account of the Nazi bombing of Coventry, England , compare with that 
of the Ultra Secret? What of Patton and General Montgomery's battles with 
Nazi General Erwin Rommel, in North Africa? In each case, relate in a 
few sentences the account given by the memoirs, and that of the Ultra 
Secret . Choose five additional, and decisive events during the war, com-
paring the two accounts in a sentence or two. In a summary paragraph, ex-
plain why the Allies used such deception, even to the extent of making 
it a part of their personal memoirs (or histories ) for future generations 
to read. Do any of these decisions on their part seem questionable or 
unjustified to you? What alternative choices might have been made to 
achieve the same ends? Use your imagination on these! 
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RESEARCH PROJECTS : 
LESSON XV 
PC6T-WAR REFLECTIONS 
I .  Bulletin board project : 
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A .  Cut out in roughly the correct shapes from different colors 
of construction paper, the main national participants of 
World War I ,  Make these large enough, and in their correct 
shapes ,  to place in their correct positions to form the 
continent of Europe . Utilize only one half of the board , 
and assign the date, August, 1914, as the heading. 
B .  Once in place , put a straight pin on each of these partici­
pants ,  and connect them by a brightly colored strand of 
yarn to show the alliances prior to the war. Use a different 
color of yarn for each alliance. 
c .  On each country, carefully print the primary goals or fears 
that each had , so that they are visible to the other members 
of the class. 
D .  On the second half of the board , repeat the procedure using 
the European boundaries of 1950, with pins and strands of 
yarn depicting the post-World War II settlement s .  For countries 
that are major allies of the European nations, but are not 
in Europe , place paper shapes, pins and yarn to the right 
or left edge of the board to indicate their presence . Repeat 
number 3 ,  above , for each country reflecting their goals 
and fears of today . 
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II. Read the article: "The Price We Paid for War, " by George F .  
Kennan. In an oral report to the class, and using the bulletin board 
display just completed, develop the themel "There are lessons to be 
learned from the past." Consider these ideas by Kennan : Who gets to 
write history upon completion of a war? Considering the two sides of 
World War II, how has the history of the war been written? What are 
"defensive alliances, " and are they realistic? Are they based on real 
concerns, or imaginary ones? How has the nature of the weapons of the 
two periods reflected the alliance systems set up in their quest for 
security, rather than surrender? What problems were created as a result 
of the failure of the First World War system, and how do you think this 
might develop in the present arrangement? At the end of your report, 
quote from Mr. Kennan, this statement: "History reveals that every one 
of the warring powers (in W .W .  I) would have been better off to have 
concluded peace in the early stages of the war on the adversary's terms 
rather than to accept the loss of life attendant on continuation of the 
war to 1918. ,,iJ Then, pose this question to the class: "Do you think 
Mr. Kennan was either realistic or morally right in making this state-
ment ?'' Be prepared to lead the class into a discussion of the present 
alliance systems that are our defense against the Soviet Union, and 
probe the class for its opinions on how realistic or morally right our 
position is. 
13George F. Kennan, "The Price We Paid for War, " The Atlantic 
Monthly, October, 1964, p. 52 . 
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·: .{ ' . 
THE PRICE WE PAID FOR WAR 
BY GEORGE F. KENNAN 
Diplwiat and hislorinn. GEORC:E F. f\ '-='='AN rnltrtd our F()l'eign &:r-ire in 19'!1; follou-ing his gradoolion from 
Prinrelon. He Strttd as a R11s.•in11-s:,,·d:illg aidt lo . lmbassador BulliU from u,:;:; lo 193.i: was in Prague al the 
lime of the C:echoslorakia t1ub;ugalio11. in Berlin until Pearl Jiaroor; and wos our ambassador lo Mosc-010 from 
1952 lo J!J.jJ u11d lo l'ugnslurifl from /,?ti I lo J!/liJ. 
F.FTY years ago there occurred, in the Bomian 
capital of Saraje,·o, the as�assinaunn 01 1he :\u<ui.in 
hcir apparent. the .-\rchduk<' Faciin.1ncl. th•· cv<"nt 
that touched off World \\'.ir I .  It ''.is far from be­
ing the "·ar·s actual cause. Thc r<"al causes were 
of great complexity. They rc;ich..:<• back into the 
past, as the historical roots of ((rcat ev<"ntS al""ays do. 
They haw �x·cn the ;ubjrrt <>f e':h.1u;1i,·c sturly and 
of long controq::rsy amon� the historians. 
If the qucstion were to be posed, What \\"CTt lhe 
broad historical circumstance< oul of which the 
war arose? one would probably be safe in naming 
two: first, the failure to find .1n acceptable place i n  
the Europi-.111 1wdcr for tlw 11n1l1'd (i,·rsn.rny "h,rh 
had come into existence in 1 lliO: and. second. the 
rivalrv lx-1wecn Rw:<i:i .incl .\11�1ria-H11n-._::1n· O\•:r 
the su'ecession to the disin1egr.itine: ·1 urkish �rnpire 
i n  the B:ilk:in•. Th<" F.1tropl':1n urdrr rnu-n:ini: from 
the ::-\:ipOlcvnil· \\"ar:: pro,cd in,utlinrndy lll">1hlc:, 
in other words, to stand the subtrac1ion of on<' strcat 
po""c-r 111 1la· so11ilw.i<1 of 1hr l'nn111w111 :incl the 
addition of a new one tD·lhe north" est. 
Hi;torv. it h:i� nr1rn ocl'n oli,<'n 1·tl. 1.-ncl' lt> be 
written by the victors. ('.('rl:iinly thi< w:is to �me 
ex1en1 true in rhl' Eni:fi,h·'Jk"'"•ni: roumrir; in the 
case of World \\'ar I. Many of us were broustht up 
on a vie" of the ''ar that depicted the German, as 
tho>e mo•t rl'spon<ihl<" for its outhreak. The con­
fe.s1on of German(s primary guilt i n  this resp.::et 
"as embedded in the Versi1illes Trcatv. over the 
\'1tJkot prorest of dn entire generation � .. Germans. 
There can bi- no que�rion that the slatesmanship 
of 1!ie imp<'• ... I l ·1·1 ;•1an &l'OVernment ot" 1he pu-1-
Bismarckian period was guilty of grievous mistakes 1 
'' hich emered importantly into the oris;;ins of the 
..,·orld war. Out<landin(( amon� these were the 
in.sis1ence on chaHens;;in� British naval po"·er by the 1 
attempt 10 build a fleet of comparable stren((th: 
thr unrcitic.11 >11ppr>r1 t?iq·n at crucial moml'nts to 
an age;rcssl\·c- .-\u<trinn policy in the Balkan�: and 
the fdtJI dr.·i<i11n to in.1uq11ra1e hos1ilili.-s :11(.1in<1 
France in I ?14 by moving through Belgium, thus 
as<urinl! llrit;iin's <'ntn· intn the "·:ir. 
Hut ll "ould 1,c .111· ovcr,i111plilication to :ll'<'<'pl 
these mist<1l.:es as proof of Germany's primarv cuilt. 
·1 hl· tr.1..::t·C' ol C ;,•rrr .. 11l\ ·, ... uu.1aion la\· in t!H' t u  l 
that the esiabl1,hmrnt of the Germa� Reich "as 
pr:Ktic":illy roinnd1·111.il "ilh the comlun vf th<" 
Franro-Pru�<i:in W:ir of 18i0-t 87t. and that thi• 
'"'r ended '' ith thi: incorporation i111.1 1hc """, 
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un11c·d Germ.Illy of l\\O pro' inet�s, Ah.in· :ino Lor­
raine, which had previously been part of France. 
This territorial change was never re<tlly accepted 
by the French. And this mean!. in effct·t. that 
the: FrC'ncl1 never really rcconnled tlocmschc> 10 
the presence of a united Germany in the family 
of the European powcrs. In the dee.ides just. prior 
to World War I, France was actually more hostile 
to the existing status quo in Europe than was Ger­
many. Germany was a satiated power in Europe; 
France was not. Germany had no territorial as­
pirati(jCs anywhere on the continent; France <lid. 
These two situations - the Franco-German ten­
sion and the ri,·alry in the Balkans - were brought 
together for the first time in .the Franco-Russi:in Al­
liance, concluded in 1894. This flowed directly 
from the French unwillingness to accept the loss 
of Alsace and Lorraine. Had France l>cen ,,·illini; to 
accept this loss, no alliance with Russia '-'Ould 
have been required for France's protection. Ger­
many, after all, had no further territorial designs 
on France. 
Ostensibly, the Franco-Russian Alliance "'as a 
defensive one. Almost every alliance is defensive -
on paper. Actually, this one was conceived by the 
French as a framework "ithin which. eventually, 
when the time was ripe, they could move tO\\'ard 
the recovery of the lost pro,·inces. 
In several respects, the Franco-Russian Alliance 
had unfortun.ite consequences. It constituted the 
first link in that encirclement of which the Germans 
so bitterly complained. It was the rirst great step 
toward Germany's isolation. But this isolation in­
creased O.::rmany's dependence on its one faithful 
ally, Austria-Hungary, and caused Germany to feel 
that there was no choice but to support that ally 
fjt.ithfully, even when the latter's policies were reck­
leS& and aststre�<h·e. 
For the Russians, on the other hand. the alli:ince 
with France was an unnatural commitment. I t  
reAcctcd no real Russ!.in imc:·cst. Ru-•1a's at• !!;>l­
ance of lhc alliance initiallv. and adherence to it 
down through the y('ars. "e.rc simply consequences 
of financial weakness. It tcprcscntc.-d a political 
pri.ce Russia was obliged 10 pay for France's linan­
cial support in a period of rapid economic dc,elop­
mcnt in Rus(i ... a period m which the need oi the 
Russian cconom>· for inve<tmc.-nt capital was srrcat 
and indigenous sources of c:>pit:il wrre inackq11.11c. 
And it had the dual effect of causiOC' the Russians 
to loSC' much of the inciqx·ndcnC'<' of thrir pnliry 
,·is-�-,·is Germany. "·here an 1nd<'pcnckn,·e oi 
policy mieht ha,·e be-en helpful in pre,·<'ntin!!' a 
world war. :.and �·ct 1•• �.tin t'h' IHlll i1 1nth.-pc·nt .\'lh c: 
of policy in the Balkans. where an ac:ti•·e Ru�ian 
policy could only incn"''<' thr d.1111:1•r of .. , .or 
Orisrinallv. th<' Fr:inro-Ru-<ian :\lli:rnrc ''as not 
suppu�d to l>c applic:il.ilc 10 the cnnun;;cncy of a 
''ar bct,,ccn R u sia and .... u.tria. But 11 l�d to •uch 
extreme political tensions that any Balkan war in 
which Russia should be im·ol\'cd could no lonstcr be 
isolated. It was, after :ill. o,·cr ju<1 su<'h a R,;�,i:on­
Au,trian cootlict, not o,·cr any German au;ick on 
either Russia or France, that the alliance "'as 
finally in\'oL:ed in 1914. There can be no qut»uun 
that Russian policy in the .Balkans in the years from 
1906 to 1914 was strengthened and made sharper 
by the knowledge on the part of Russian statesmen 
that Germany could not come to the aid of Austria 
in a Balkan conflict without invitin!I: the interven­
tion of France on its western frontier. 
A FOR the conflict bct'-·cen Russian and Austro­
Hungarian interests in the Balkans. here ag;lin it 
is not a simple matter to assess the rights and wrongs 
from a distance of fifty years. It must be recognized 
that Austrian interests were more vitallv affected 
than were those of Russia bv the disinte�r;nion of 
Turkish power and the em.ergcncc of the South 
Slav peoples to independent political acti,;ty. This 
development constituted no threat to Russia, which 
was itself a Slavic state. To Austria. on the other 
hand, which already had great Sla,·ic minorities 
within its borders, the establishment of new, inde­
pendent Slavic states on the immediate sourhun 
periphery of the empire could have dam:rrous 
consequences. 
The Ru�sian interest in the Balk.in� "·as occ.1-
sioncd at that time not by any real defensi\'e inter­
ests. but by two ..:ntimcntal enthusiasm$ ,)f the 
Ru�ian educated class: a romantic sympathy for 
fcllo"· Sla\'s, and the lun�-<tandin!:( drsirc to , . .,.,:rol 
the straits at the entrance to the lllack Sea. :\either 
of these aspirations look� ,·cry imprrssi\'C from a 
distance of lift)' years. .\lcmbcrslup m the Sl.i,·1c 
branch of the human family is not really. as history 
has sho"·n, a ''<'ry imporl.lnt bond Cuhur.ol .111d 
religious traditions, varying widely amoni; the 
Sla\'ic peoples, arc more importan 1  a. d�tcnnonJnLS 
of na1ional policy, over the loni: run. .\nd as for 
the Russian ycarnin� to control the straits. it is h<.ord 
to view 1his as anythinll' more than a matter of pres­
tige fh<' r<'t;une of tloe suait" th.it r ... i,1cd in the 
p<"riod prior to the war occasionC'd no dillicultics 
for Ru$sian commC'rce. .\ncl if one look" .11 tltl' 
matter from the military standpoin1. one can only 
sa,· th:it this rrt?imr. h:1rrin!? .is it did thr p.1«:1..:" ,,f 
fo�1i:n war.hops throui;h tht· str.11h. "•'' .1 p.>-1!1\'C 
ad\'antal?c to a coun1n· which had lost most of its 
n;1\':ll .;1rc.·1H.:da ;n ·1 �u .. f111n.t. 
All 1hrse considerations lead to the conclusion 
that it ''as inJ1·cd th<.' .\1"1ri.1 n�. no1 tlH' R11.-1.1n,, 
who«' intt-rr<ts wrre mos1 vitally cnnrcrm·d in 1hr 
deH•lupmcnt of c,·cnts in the Ball.an< 111 1h1· 111.-1 
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years of 11&,· ccn1ury. ..\nd one c.Lnnot bl.une the 
AustriJns lor '' ishim: to assure th.it the libl:ration 
of the Balk.In Sla\'S. from the Turkish hegcmony 
should not 01·,·ur in a mann<"r likdv to cnd.tnit<"r the 
imegrity of the ..\u.:.tro·Hung.tri.tn empire:. 1:1-ut 011e 
can and must blame them for th<' reek.less and ag­
grcs,si"c mca>ure� by which they am·mptcd to :-i�sure 
this: measures which offended the South Sla\'S 
themselves, relied on n.iked force far more than on 
persuasion, alarmed the iniernational community, 
and made it much more difficult than it need other­
wise have liee�for Russia to remain aloof without 
auffering real damage to its prestige. If it be true, 
as I believe it to be, that in the relations between 
go,·ernments the "how" is. generally at least. as im­
portant as the ''what, .. then one must indeed charge 
the Austro-Hungarian statesmen of that day with a 
rcsponsibilit)' second to none for the outbreak of the 
world war in 1914. 
SucH, in the main, were the political origins or the 
war. They point, as one can readily sec, to the con­
clusion that none of the four greatest continental 
powers im·olved was without blame in the compli­
cated process of its origins. But behind these specific 
political circumstances, there was a deeper defi­
ciency which lay in the �p;rit and the outloolu of 
the time and pcr,·:ided the diplomacy of all four of 
these powers. This was the disparity between the 
real implications and possibilities of major warfare 
as an instrument of policy in the modern age, and 
wh;u people suppo<ed the"' implication< :ind possi­
bilities to be. 
The international society of that day was still 
dominated by romantic concepts of warfare, and 
these concepu embraced two great errors. First. 
they exaggerated the role of personal braw:ry and 
determination 1n a war fou1tht with modern "'Cap­
ons. L'ndcr till' inllurn�c of this misimprc ssion, 
they pictured warfare too much as a test of the 
personal qualities and spirit of a nation and too 
little as a test of its manpown ::ind resources and 
its capacity for social di . .cipline. It "as thou1tht 
that if <I nalic-n·� people wrre hr;l\·c enouqh. spirited 
enough, dcter11111wd rnom:h. a n.tllon "on. People 
failed to realilc that in a war whrre military 
realities would l.>c go,·crncd �o extcn<1,·cfy by the 
machine gun and barhcd wire, cx,·essi\'e personal 
,·alor would '"' onh· a ":-1<1rful f•>rrn nf fo11lh.1r<lim·-•: 
victory or delcat �·ould depend primMily on the 
ltfi�ty mMhcmatics of m11rn:il dr<trunion and. 
ab<l\C all. on "hu w.h µrrp.1rc-d tu c:1.prnd .ind to 
saC'rifice the 11re111c�t quantity of m<"n and materiel. 
In rnany of the 01rcns1'<:> und,·i·tak<·n m that war, 
it could be. and wa�. Pkul.1tC'd in ad,·anre that so 
and so many ten� of tl1<1t1<:tnd> of mc-n. onc·s o"' n 
men as "·ell as thu.e of dt<' C'nem�. "01ild inn·it.1bly 
perish in the course of the offensive. rhcr "ould 
perish from shells and bullets fired by men whom 
chcy could n� t'\ cn �('(', It would m,1kc no dif­
len·ncc, or \'Cl')" ltule d11lcn·1wc, " hcthn thry 
were bra,·e as lions: they would perish anywav. 
\\'ar was no longer a mat1C'r just of \'.tlur .tnd 
enthusiasm. 
This lesson could have been learned, one would 
think, from the Russo-Japanese War. It docs not 
seem to have been. As a result. governments moved 
lightheartedly into the horror of war in 1914. 11nd 
millions of young men went singing to their death, 
encouraged to believe that they were embarking 
on a great martial adventure, as i n  the dars of 
chivalry. 
Second, the statesmen of the period precedine; 
World War I had no idea of the destructi,·cncss of 
modern war. They had no idea how long it would 
last or how many lives and resources it would con­
sume. They deceived themselves in believing that 
the fruits of victory would easily O\'Crwcigh the 
atcendant sacrifices. But they grievously miscsti­
mated both clements. It did not occur to them 
that the losses of life - the losses, above all, of 
young life. of the Rower of the male youth - would 
be so great that no conceivable fruits of ,-inory 
could possiblv jwtify them. No defeat could have 
carri� w"I> ;, disa<rc-r• worse than the sacrifice of 
young manhood actually incurred in pur�uit of 
victory. And no victory could have been so e;lorious 
as to justify this sacrifice. History reveals that every 
one of the warring powers would have been better 
off to ha,·e conC'luded peace in the t'arly �tat;,!e� of 
the war on tht adursarfs toms rather than to accept 
the loss of life attend.int on continuation of the war 
to 1911!. This loss inRicted on each oi the bcllie;er­
ents a subjective dama1te from ,,·hich it could not 
recover. even superficially, for "' lea�t a c;eneration. 
In a dt"eper sen�. some mil\' l>e said tn h:\\'c not 
fully r,·1·0,·crecl to the prc<cnt d.1�-. 
Any loss of young manhood on the scale that was 
incurred hy the major bcll11taents in \\'orld \\'ar I 
inRins hoth gcn<'tic and spiritual dam.11ic on the 
nation that incurs it. The a�c structure of the popu­
lation i• di<b:-1l11nced. The spirit of the oldrr p1·oplc i� 
tcrriuh all'c tcd. rite\· c;.nnot stand 1111, ,1.111�litcr 
of their sons. A portion o( tht'msd\'<'� - of th<'ir 
ta,t,· for life, tl\cir capacit)' fur hope -- dtC'> "ith 
those in whom so much of themselves w11s inve<tcd. 
G1·cat d.11n.1t::l' i$ d,>nc to thr vnuth. ''ho .1n.· fnft ••<l 
to grow up i n an unsettled \\'Orld without the >tc:t<.l)·­
in1t hand of thr (;11hrr<:. On thr politit al <urw. the 
cc>nun11ll\ of th� tr.1dn1un is d1·,truH'<L 1 111· ltc·id i; 
left to he �on tended for bv the "crv ·old and th!' \Trv 
younl.!. dmong "hum thc;c is nu i�ti111;1<·y. \\'c -1t.1il 
nt'\·cr know ho" m;m,· of the trouhlr< .1nd f.1il11rc·< 
of Eurupc-an c-j,·ilindon in the 19.2tts :md t •Htt<, 
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. including the driit into a new world war, were 
attributable to these <:onditions. 
All these are subjecti\'e damai;es which no "ictory 
could ha\·e made good. e,·cn ii it had been as glori­
ous as the stau:smen of 1\114 pictured it to thC'm­
selves, and e,·en if it had accorded fully with the 
objecti\'es they had in mind when they entered the 
war. But actually, the war ended with rcsul!S 
which nobody could have predicted, and which 
did not correspond at all with the aims for which 
the victor powers entered the war. 
The'�ar, as it turned out, produced the destruc­
tion of all three of the great empires so prominently 
involved in its outbreak: the Austro-Hungarian, 
the Russian, and the German. This was something 
which no one - not even the French and British, 
but least of all the statesmen of those three empires 
themsel\'eS - wished or expected to achie\'e when 
they went to war in 1914, and from which no one 
really profited. 
The destruction of the Austro-Hungarian empire 
led merely to the establishment in Central and East­
ern Europe of a new status quo even less stable than 
the one that had existed prior to the war. It in­
volved the establishment of an entire tier of inde­
pendent states in Central and Eastern Europe. lying 
between Germany and Austria, on the one hand, 
and Russia, on the other. The idea was that these 
states, in alliance with France, would keep \,er­
many helpless and would serve as a barrier to the 
spread of Russian Communism into Europe. This 
was, therefore, a status quo predicated on the 
weakness of both Germany and Russia. It was 
bound to break down as soon as chat weakness "·as 
overcome. And break down it did, in ·a manner 
that contributed l!:reatly to the ourbrc;ik of \\.orld 
War II. In addition to that political defect, the 
new status quo represented a deterioration from the 
standpoint of the integration of the economies of 
that area. �o new form of international unitv 
could be found to r<'p!.1ce the unity "hich th� 
Austro-Hungarian empire had once· given to the 
economic life of the peoples of the Danub;an Basin. 
None has been found to this dav. 
If we turn to the collapS'C of t0hc Russian empire, 
· we have to note that the Russian Revolution of I'll 7 
was the direct rc,ult of the ,,·ar. The R.·,·olution 
would probably never have occurred at all at that 
juncture had the Czar's �o,·ernm<'tH not in\'okC'd 
itself in the war. It would certainlv not have ended 
in a seizure of power hy the C:�mmuni<t< if thc 
Allies had not insisted that the Pro\'isional Gu,·<'rn­
ment continue the war effort. The Russian R<'\'Olu­
tion: the' (''lr.in!,!c..·111(•111 of R\h�i.1. thl' cun\'rr .. inn 
of Russia, with its great resources. from the status 
of a friend to th;1t of :1n oppnn«nt of the \\'estC'rn 
nation� for a period of at !cast half a century - all 
this must be regarded as part of the price paid by 
the \•ictors of 1 9 1 8  for the pri\·ilcge of smashing 
Germany. A higher price, surely, it would be diffi­
cult to imagine. 
And the significance of the Russi;1n Rc\'olution 
was of course not restricted to Russia's relations with 
the West. This Revolution represented only the 
first phase of chat great rc,·oh. moral and p<1litical, 
of "non-Europe" against Europe which has been a 
dominating development of this century and has 
included other Communist revolutions, notably 
the Chinese, as well as the worldwide ancicolonial 
movement. All these processes were greatly has­
tened, if not caused, by the Russian Revolution. 
Finally, there was the destruction of the German 
empire itself. Who gained from this? True, the 
Germans were thoroughly defeated. For a number 
of years they could no longer threaten Britain on 
the seas. They were obliged to return Alsace and 
Lorraine to France. .But these were perhaps the 
only Allied gains of any importance from the four 
long )·cars of war. It proved impossible to collect 
from the Germans anything more than a fraction 
of the reparations the Allies once thought co collect. 
Even when the reparations could be collected, the 
transfer of them turned out to present serious finan­
cial difficulties. The restrictions placed on German 
rearmament· were only temporarily effective. So 
long as they were observed. their principal result 
wa< to free the Germans from the financial strain 
of maintaining Mmed forces. thus i;i,·ing them a 
competitive advamage over the Western Allies in 
economic recovery. The moral and political ettect 
of the effort to impose a puniti,·e peace on Germany 
in the 1 920s was just enough, together with the 
economic crisis. to O\'erstrain the resources of mod­
erate. dC'mocratic go,·crnmt'nt in Gcrm;inv. and to 
render the political life of that country v�lnerable 
to capture by extremist forces. 
We all know the result. Within less than t"·o 
decades after the world war came co an end, the 
Allies were faced with a rc,·iq·d :rnd rc<1rtn<'d 
Germany, but this time under a leadership - that 
of Adolf Hitler - far more hostile and dan1?crous 
to the remainder of the \\'est than the Kaiser's 
Germany they had been so concerned to defeat in 
the period from 1914 to 1918. 
In the damag-c it did to the $tructurc of inrcrna­
tional life, and in the e,·en deeper damae:c it in­
Aictcd on the bioloi:ical and <pirirual con<litio:i of 
the European peoples, World War I still looms on 
the historical horizon as tht r:rrat d<'tC'rmi11in� rr.1L:­
edy of our century. There ;u·e many kssons lU i,,. 
gained from it for our own 11eneration. But one 
st..1nd!\ nut in i1npurt:1nt.:C'. I t  i:-0 thl· l1"·"•ltll ,,( the.: 
unsuitability of major war as an instrument of 
policy in the tnudC'rn ;i::C'. In th.1 t period of l 'l 1 4  
to 1 9 1  l! ,  thirty years before the de,·elopmrnt of the 
nuclear weapon, it was dcmonstrat<'d that wJr, con-
ducted in the grand manner and as a means of 
achie\'ini.: major political objectives, was no longer 
a r:11io11.1l nwans of procedure. Ddrnsive war 
111ii.:ht 'till have a rational purpose, as
. 
Ion,:: as it 
n•111ain1·d t"xdusivcly and truly tkfcns1\'c and as 
Ion!\ as one hopr.d for nothing from it hut sheer 
sur\'i,·al. Limitrd war -· war for limited objectives 
- might still have a rational purpose. pro"ided 
the act11:1I military clTnrt could be h"ld to modest 
dirncnsiom and providc-d one could be sure of 
stoppin!\ in time. But all-out war, involving the 
total commitmcnt of a nation's manpower and 
rt'sOurcc� ancl aimed at the total destruction of an 
c-nemy's will to resist and the complete power to 
order hi� life and to shape his behavior. had al-
ready, in I ?14, )ost its rationale. . I t  had lo.,t iu rationale beeau� of the terrible 
destructivcnes.� of modern weapons, because of the 
enormous cost 11f t"ultivating and t'mplo� ing such 
weapons, bccau<c of the great complexity of modern 
society. hcc;ius.· nf 1he impossibility. the '""er tc-ch­
nical i111pnssihility, of one 1(1"1·at 1·ountry holding 
anothn l{rcat country in subjection for any l<mt.: 
period nf titn< and shaping its life in ways t·ontrary 
to the will of the people. 
In the 1 ?3()�. this lesson w;" widdy fore:otten or 
ignored. The result was tragc<ly and �rl'.ll suffer­
ing. Today, whrn the destructivenrss of \\eaponry 
is many times (\n:ater than it "as in 1 9 1 -1 .  one .;an 
no lonJ.?rr afford to ignore it. If p<·oplc today will 
ponder thr. mcanini; of the grc-at connagrn1ion that 
occurred a half century ago, and will learn to take 
it into account in the conduct of <tatc�manship, 
then, prrhap5, the eight and a half million young 
men who laid down their lives ilt that tinw will not 
have died entirely in vain. ' 
14 
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III . The following is a quotation that may be applicable to the 
whole dilemma of Man ' s  quest for security or gain in the world. The para-
graph tempts one to search through historical time for evidence that 
this indeed, contains the long awaited answer for world stability. Can 
you use this "check list" of principles to expose successes and failures 
in the past? Why, for instance ,  did the American Hevolution stop when 
it did , but not the French? What was wrong with the "Balance of Power" 
prior to World War I ,  that would prove inadequate to maintaining the 
peace? Should the United States have acted differently when the S oviet 
Union blockaded Berlin in 1948, or invaded Hungary and Czechoslovakia 
in 1956 and 1968, respectively? Did the face-off and the eventual set-
tlement of the Cuban missle crisis of 1962, indicate any of the elements 
of peace (or war) , that Dr. Kissinger refers to? When the North Koreans 
invaded S outh Korea, the United States' response was geared toward a 
much larger world crisis than simply the Korean peninsula. Our struggle 
on the battlefield and at the negotiations table found us unprepared 
14 Kennan, "The Price We Paid for War, " pp. 50-54. 
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for what faced us. Reflect on the details of three of these crises (or 
any other which you believe would be instructive) . What elements of 
this list of principles seem to be present in the crises you chose, or 
were notable for their absence, causing the events to develop as they 
did? As you consider these, imagine what might have happened , had other 
forces entered the picture to change the situation. Do you see any 
hope for peace between the United States and the Union of S oviet S oc-
ialists Republics, that might come from the principles of this para-
graph? Read it carefully, and ponder all the possibilities Dr. Kissinger 
sets up for us. 
Althm.rgh every war is  fought in the name of peace, there is  a tendency 
to define pc;-icc as the ::ibscnce of " ar ::ind to confuse it with military 
vict01)•. Tu d:scus5 conditions of �.:-ace dur;n� wartime seems ::ilmost 
indecent, as i f  r};.� admission thlt the \·.-ar mi�l"it end could cause a 
rda�:a tiun of 1;1e dfort. Thi� is r.o 'lccide11t. Tl.c !ot:ic of w:.r is power, 
and power has r.o inherent limic. The 10.:?;c cf p�acc is �ropc-rtion, 
."�d pr·::iponica ir.1r)1'.cs lirr.ii,!ttur.. The success of war ls victory; the 
success of peac.:: is stability. The conditi;,ns of \'ictory are commit· 
mer.t, the condition of stability i� self-rcstr3.int. The motivation of 
w:u is extrinsic: the fear cf :i.n en-:my. The motiv:ition of peace is 
inlrinsic: the b:-,:an('e of forces ar.J the acceptance of its legitimacy. 
r\ w:n withot.:t an t:rrcrny is incon.:civablc; a pc:icc built on the myth 
of an enemy is an umiSticc. Tt !:; the temptation of war to pu�!�h; 
it :s the t1:;k of policy to constr11ct. Power can sit in judgment, but 
$!:ttesmanship must lo0k to the future. 
15 
15iJenry A .  Kissinger, A World Restored (Gloucester, Mass . :  
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1973), p. 138. 
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